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About NuDesign Technologies Inc.  

Welcome to NuDesign Technologies, Inc.  We provide software development tools, 

libraries, middleware components and applications for the management and monitoring of 
networks, systems, services, software applications, desktop and embedded devices.  We 
also provide professional services for customers requiring specific management application 
and agent solutions. 

Our focus is on industry standard management protocols like SNMP and emerging 
management protocols using HTTP and XML/SOAP transport.

Our customers are Original Equipment Manufacturers, System Integrators, Service 
Providers and End Users worldwide.

The benefits of deploying NuDesign's management software technologies are lower costs 
and reliable, low risk, quick-to-market solutions: 

The End User management products are feature rich, extensible, yet very easy 
to use out of a box. 

The middleware components come with easy to understand and re-use coding 
examples. 

The highly automated agent development tools with associated tutorials enable 
fast prototyping and development, and facilitate organization and design process 
while supporting multiple target environments with generation of very complete 
and immediately compilable code. 

In summary, our products and services include: 

SNMP development tools and components - SNMP / WEB / CLI agent code 
visual generation tools for multiple desktop and embedded target environments, 
with standalone Agent and Master Agent / extension Subagent architectures; 
management applications development middleware SNMP components and 
SNMP MIB building / browsing, managing and testing applications. 

Design and Support Services - specific network / element management & 
monitoring products, porting SNMP code to your embedded hardware, 
developing management applications, developing embedded hardware. 
 Developing new products that require SNMP / WEB based management 
interfaces or that need to add WEB interfaces to existing products. 

SNMP Management Applications - supporting SNMPv3 Agent and MIB 
management features, including Graphing, Get, Set, Walk, Trace and Scripting 
capabilities. Trap Send / Receive applets are included. 
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Mid-level manager products focused on consolidation of SNMP Traps from any 
device while monitoring long term trend information and alarm conditions, for any 
selected SNMP equipped devices, logging or generating SNMP Traps on their 
behalf. 

Host resource monitoring products, and IP services and infrastructure monitoring 
products. 

Please review our web site , it contains SNMP and MIB development tools and management 
product descriptions, tutorials and full feature product evaluations packages.  All products 
have been developed by the NuDesign software designers in our Toronto , Canada facility. 
 Check out our News and Products Sections for the latest on what's available for download
right now! 
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Contact Us 

 

Telephone: 416 737 0328

Fax: 416 445 9101

E-mail: contact@NDT-Inc.com

Web: www.NDT-Inc.com

Mailing 
Address:

We are located in Toronto , 
Ontario, Canada

 

NuDesign Technologies, Inc.

P.O. Box.87611

300 John Street

Thornhill Sq.

Thornhill , ON, Canada

L3T 7R3
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NuDesign Components, Tools, Applications and Runtimes License Agreement

SOFTWARE LICENSE TYPE

The type of User or Developer License (number of seats) and / or number of runtime licens es that 
can be produced by using this NuDesign product is strictly restricted to a number specified in your 
purchase order.

LICENSE AGREEMENT

This is a legal agreement between you the End User, and NuDesign Technologies, Inc. 
("NuDesign"). You should read  this Agreement. Installing the Software, or authorizing any other 
person to do so, indicates your acceptance of the terms and conditions stated below. If you do not 
agree to the terms of this agreement, promptly return the unopened disk package and the
accompanying items (including written documentation) to the place you obtained them, for a full 
refund.

LICENSE 

NuDesign grants you a Non-exclusive User License to use the enclosed NuDesign software (the 
"SOFTWARE"). You are responsible for the selection  of the SOFTWARE to achieve your intended 
results, and for the installation, use and results obtained from the SOFTWARE. If you have a Single 
User License you may use one copy of the SOFTWARE on any single computer, provided the 
SOFTWARE is in use on onl y one computer at any time. If you have Multiple User Licenses for the 
SOFTWARE, then at any time you may have as many copies of the SOFTWARE in use as you have 
Licenses. The SOFTWARE is in "use" on a computer when it is loaded into temporary memory (i.e ., 
RAM) or installed into the permanent memory (e.g., hard disk, CD-ROM, or other storage device) of 
that computer. 

COPYRIGHT

Ownership of, and title to, the SOFTWARE and Documentation (including any adaptations or 
copies) shall be held by NuDesign Technol ogies Inc. You must treat the SOFTWARE as you would 
any other copyrighted material with the following exception: Under this License Agreement, you may 
make archival copies of the SOFTWARE for the sole purpose of having a backup copy. You may not 
copy the documentation that accompanies the SOFTWARE.

COPYRIGHT NOTICES

Cisco, Juniper, other companies names and certain other keywords are trademarks or might be 
copyrighted and belong to their respective owners with all rights reserved.

 

NuDesign Team, NuDesign  Technologies, Visual YANG Agent Builder, NuDesign YANG Agent, 
NuDesign NetConf Client, NuDesign NetConf Subsystem, NuDesign NetConf Access Agent, 
NuDesign SNMP Access Agent, NuDesign CLI Access Agent, NuDesign Web Access Agent, Visual 
xAgentBuilder for C ++, Visual Embedded xAgentBuilder for C++, Visual xCLI Builder, Visual 
xManager Builder, NuDesign CLI Access Agent Demo, NuDesign Web Access Agent Demo, Visual 
MIBuilder, Visual SNMP Traffic Monitor, Visual SNMP Manager, Visual MIBrowser Basic, Visual 
MIBrowser and Visual MIBrowser Professional are trademarks of NuDesign Technologies, Inc. 

Copyright (c) 1998 - 2014 NuDesign Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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If you are bundling this Software with your application, then you agree to include copies of the 
following notices (the "Notices") regarding proprietary rights, in all copies of the products that you 
distribute, on the copyright pages of all your documentation. The Notices to be included are: 

Copyright (c) 1998 - 2014 NuDesign Technologies, Inc.  All Rights Reserved. 

You agree not to remove copies of the following notices (the "Notices") regarding proprietary rights, 
in all copies of the products that you distribute, that are embedded in the source/object code. The 
embedded Notices to be inclu ded are: 

Copyright (c) 1998 - 2014 NuDesign Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

The names of companies and products mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective 
owners.

OTHER RESTRICTION ON USE

You may not transfer, rent, lease, sublicense  or distribute this SOFTWARE. You may not 
reverse-engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE.

REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

NuDesign grants you the right to reproduce and distribute the runtime support modules included with 
this SOFTWARE (OCXs, DLLs)  with your applications, provided that (a) you distribute the runtime 
SOFTWARE only in conjunction with and as part of your application; (b) do not use NuDesign's 
name, logo or trademarks to market your application without express written consent of NuDes ign 
Technologies Inc.; (c) include copyright notices, as per Copyright Notices Section of this Agreement; 
and (d) agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend NuDesign from and against any claims or 
lawsuits, including attorney's fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution of your application 
with the runtime SOFTWARE. 

The number of runtime modules associated with the use and distribution of this SOFTWARE is 
defined by the type of User License purchased. The reproduction and distribution rights  do not apply 
to any NuDesign's software obtained via purchase of NuDesign's Development Tools and End User 
applications including but not limited to: Visual xAgentBuilder for C++, Visual Embedded 
xAgentBuilder for C++, Visual xCLI Builder, Visual xManage r Builder, Visual MIBuilder, Visual SNMP 
Traffic Monitor, Visual SNMP Manager, Visual MIBrowser and Visual MIBrowser Professional.

LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY

NuDesign Technologies Inc. warrants that the SOFTWARE will perform substantially in accordance 
with 

the accompanying documentation for a period of 90 days from the date of delivery. If notified during 

the warranty period that the Program is defective, NuDesign Technologies Inc. will attempt to make 

the Program operate as warranted by providing a corre ction. If NuDesign Technologies Inc. is 
unable 

to correct the defect within 90 days of notification, you may terminate your license and obtain 

a refund by returning all copies of the SOFTWARE together with a copy of your license payment 
receipt. 

You assume all shipping and handling charges for return and replacement of the SOFTWARE under 
this warranty.
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LIMITED MEDIA WARRANTY

NuDesign warrants the storage medium on which the SOFTWARE is recorded to be free from 
defects in materials and workmanship under  normal use and service for a period of 90 days from the 
date of delivery. Defective media under warranty will be replaced when returned, postage prepaid, to 
NuDesign Technologies Inc.

LIMITATIONS

NEITHER NUDESIGN TECHNOLOGIES INC. NOR ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES , AGENTS NOR 
RELATED COMPANIES SHALL UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE BE LIABLE TO THE USER OR 
ANY OTHER PERSON ON ACCOUNT OF LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS 
OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, 
NOTWITHSTANDING THAT N UDESIGN TECHNOLOGIES INC. OR ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES, 
AGENTS OR RELATED COMPANIES HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SAME. IN 
ANY CASE, NUDESIGN TECHNOLOGIES INC.'S ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT AC TUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE 
SOFTWARE.

TERM

This License Agreement is effective from the date of SOFTWARE delivery and will remain in force 
until terminated. You may terminate this License at any time by destroying the Documentation and 
the Software together  with all copies and adaptations. It will terminate automatically if you fail to 
comply with any term or condition of this License Agreement.

The terms and conditions of this License Agreement cannot be varied except in writing signed by an 
officer of NuD esign Technologies Inc. This Program License Agreement shall be governed by the 
laws of the Province of Ontario, Canada, and the courts of the Province of Ontario, Canada shall 
have exclusive jurisdiction in all matters related thereto. The law of some jurisdictions may restrict 
the limitations on consequential and other damages contained herein, in which case such provisions 
shall be deemed modified accordingly.

License Type Definitions

'Single Developer License' means that the licensed control or tool c an be installed on a single 
development station for the purpose of developing a licensee's application.

'Site Developers License' means that the licensed control or tool can be installed on any number of 
development stations for the purpose of developing a  licensee's application. All development 
stations are confined to only one physical location of the licensee's company.

The NuDesign software 'Runtime License' number defines the maximum number of licensee's 
computers that have the licensed NuDesign soft ware installed at any one time.

The NuDesign application's 'User License' number defines the maximum number of the licensed 
NuDesign application installed at any one time.

The NuDesign application's 'Site Users License' means that the licensed application can be installed 
on any number of the licensee's stations. All licensee stations are confined to only one physical 
location of the licensee's company.

NuDesign's 'Single Embedded Product Source Code License' means that the licensed source code 
can be appl ied to single specific functionality embedded product, pre-identified to use a specific CPU 
/ Operating System pair that adopts that specific functionality.
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NuDesign's 'Single Embedded Product Royalty Free (Unlimited) Runtime License' means that the 
licensed runtime can be applied to single specific functionality embedded product, pre-identified to 
use a specific CPU / Operating System pair that adopts that specific functionality.

NuDesign's 'OEM Edition Master Agent Service for MS Windows, Royalty Free (Un limited) Runtime 
License' means that the licensed runtime can be applied to single specific functionality product, 
pre-identified to adopt that specific functionality. 

NuDesign's 'extension DLL/standalone SNMPv3/HTTP Agent for MS Windows, Royalty Free 
(Unlimited) Runtime License' means that the licensed runtime can be applied to single specific 
functionality product, pre-identified to adopt that specific functionality. 

 

Rev xMB&xCLI&MC_V3Ctrl_026  www.ndt-inc.com
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About the NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder

 

The Command Line Interface (CLI) is the software interface for accessing the embedded 
device either from the console or through a network connection.  The CLI is a command 
shell that runs on top of an (RT)OS kernel.  The user types commands on a single 
line.  Commands are executed when the user presses the Enter key. The CLI provides 
command help, command completion, and also provides keyboard sequences for moving 
around on a command line including scrolling through recently executed commands.  

The CLI has two modes: operational and configuration . Generally speaking, operational 
mode is considered to give non-privileged access; there should be nothing a user can type 
that would impact the operation of the device.  In contrast, configuration mode allows all 
aspects of device operation to be modified.  

The CLI commands are organized in a hierarchy.  Commands that perform a similar function 
are grouped together under the same level of the hierarchy.  For example, all commands 
that display information about the system and the system software are grouped under the 
“show system” command.  

NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder contains the visual CLI hierarchy XML template file builder 
and hierarchical CLI C++ code generator.  It generates C++ classes that implement 
command/configuration hierarchy based on the input template XML file, along with 
project/makefile for specified development environment.  It is very easy to build a 
custom CLI in a few steps:

Generate CLI hierarchy (using NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder)

Run code generator using generated hierarchy and produce CLI project

Implement custom “command handler” and “validator” methods.

Compile and run custom CLI

This is rev. 2.8 of the NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder Help File.
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Presentation

 

The presentation of the database is a tree representation of the CLI database which is an 
XML formatted file. The XML data incorporates all the necessary information to define 
the of the target hardware and the that will be used for the command 
line interface . Using an allows the user to avoid the 
intricacies of syntax while allowing the computer to do bounds checking and other syntax 
checking.

 

The tree presentation uses four branches although two, the “Type” and "Choice" branchs, are
used for clarity only. Both could be integrated into the “Configuration” and "Command" 
branchs, respectively,  however; when specialized objects are separately defined they can be 
used and re-used  more than one node it may be clearer to define it in one place i.e. in the ir
respective  branchs.
The other two branches, the configuration templates  and commands branches, document the 
mode or configuration, and commands used by the hardware target the CLI is being designed 

intuitive tree based user interface
commandsconfiguration
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for. 

The Icons for the tree presentation are graphically grouped to basic shapes. The roots of 
any branch are represented by a square icon. The leaves, which always represent some 
action or completion, are represented by a circle motif. The remaining nodes are used to 
show the hierarchy and, for the most part are represented by triangles. A special case of 
this group is those nodes that are not leaves but do cause execution of some function. 
These are represented by the circle motif as indicates its function.

The Icons for the tree presentation are as follows.

Type Icons

 Type branch collapsed into a single icon

 Root of the Type branch

 Leaf node of the Type branch.

Choice Icons

 Choice branch collapsed into a single icon

 Root node of the open Choice branch

 Leaf node of the Choice Branch

Connfiguration Icons

 Configuration branch collapsed into a single icon

 Root node of the open Configureation branch

 Branch node component of the Configuration branch  (incomplete)

 Branch node component of the Configuration branch

 Leaf nodes of Configuration branches

 

Command Icons

 Command branch collapsed into a single icon

 Root node of an open Commands branch
 Fixed command node. Must be matched exactly in the command line
 Variable command node , Matches one word in the command line.
 Choice command node . Matches if the command line element is a member  of the Choice 

node specified in the command node.
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XML View

Selecting the “XML View” tab displays the xCLI Builder database in XML format. 
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Tree View

The Command line Interface database is most easily dealt with as a tree structure which is 
stored internally as an XML file.

The database is made up of three branches. The “Types branch”  contains non-standard 
data type definitions to be used in the following Configuration Template Branch.

The “Configuration Template Branch”  is hierarchal. It details the operational modes of the 
device in question as opposed to the status. For example, most Ethernet switches can be set 
to operate at ten or one hundred Megabits per second or to “Auto-Detect” which ever speed 
is appropriate. The speed the port is currently running at is a status of the port and is more 
appropriately accessed through a command (described below.)
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The “Command Branch”  is also hierarchal but on a less organizational basis. It is based on 
the syntax of the commands included. i.e. all commands that begin with the word “Show” are 
considered to be on the same branch. This gives the developer a significant degree of 
freedom as to how he defines his commands. It is possible to define a command named 
“Show oidOrName”  which can be instrumented with the same code as “snmp get 
oidOrName” . It, none the less, appears in the “show” branch of the tree.
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The  “Types” branch  is a flat collection of custom data types. Custom data 
types can be as simple as restricting the range of a standard data type to unique 
types with their own methods. 

The “Max” and “Min” fields refer to either values (numeric) or, to lengths (string).

The “Enumeration” and “List” fields are enabled by selecting the “enum”  or 
“list” data types. Clicking on “New”  or “Delete”  will add or delete a row from 
the appropriate table.

The standard data types are:

string Character Strings

uint Unsigned Integer

Types Branch
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int Integer

bool Boolean

ipv4 Four Byte IP Address

mac Physical Media Access Controller Address

For example consider creating a data type “str16”: the base type is "string" and it 
must be exactly 16 charaters long (min = max = 16):

Code generator creates validation callback in class SyntaxValidator:

class SyntaxValidator : public BXValidator

{ 

public:

...

bool Validate_str16(BXNodeEx& node, const BString& 
value);

Implementation:

BEGIN_VALIDATOR_MAP( SyntaxValidator , "SyntaxValidator ")

 VALIDATOR ("str16", Validate_str16)

END_VALIDATOR_MAP()
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bool SyntaxValidator::Validate_str16(BXConfigNode& node, 
const BString& value)

{

if (value.length()!=16)

return false;

return true;

}

SyntaxValidator is registered with the CLI in main():

SyntaxValidator val;

cli.RegisterValidator(&val);

The CLI will call Validate_str16 method of SyntaxValidator while processing 
command line that refers node whose "data type" is "str16". E.g. if "data type" for 
"auth-key" is "str16" then the following command:

[edit chassis interface if1]
# set auth-key abcd1234wxyz

will produce error message (length of auth-key value is not equal 16):

Invalid value: abcd1234wxyz
[edit chassis interface if1]
# 
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Choices Branch

The  “Choices” branch  is a flat collection of choice lists. These lists could be used for "choice 
commands".

For each choise list the code generator produces 2 static variable in CmdChoices class. E.g. for 
the examle above:

const char* CmdChoices::choice_iftype[] = 

{

 "serial" ,

 "ethernet"

};

tInt32 CmdChoices::num_choice_iftype = sizeof(CmdChoices::
choice_iftype)/ sizeof (char*);

Choices Branch
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These 
variables are used to initialize choice command node. E.g.

Code:

BXCmdChoiceNode n_type; // show interfaces serial|ethernet

...

n_type.InitChoices(CmdChoices::num_choice_iftype, CmdChoices::
choice_iftype);
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Configuration Nodes

This branch is the root of the configuration template. There are 3 
types of configuration template nodes:

1. fixed (container)

2. list

3. leaf

Fixed (container) node

Fixed configuration node s have no value. It may have a set of child 
nodes. Note that the "Runtime Input"  field is blank.

Configuration Nodes
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The text in the “Help Text”  field will be output when the CLI user 
requests possible completions by typing a  “?”:

# set ?

Possible completions:

<[Enter]> Execute this command

chassis Configure chassis

...

The “Config Level”  field is needed if the CLI is to operate in one of 
the “Cisco-like”  modes. The content of this field is used for the 
prompt in configuration mode (see Config Level topic). E.g.

(config)# chassis

(config -ch)#

List node

List nodes may exist in multiple instances in the configuration tree . An 
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example of such a node is the interface on a multi-port hub. " Data 
Type " must be selected and the "Runtime Input"  field specified. 

The text in the “Help Text”  field will be output when the end user 
requests possible completions by typing a “?”.

The “Config Level”  field is needed if the CLI is to operate in one of 
the “Cisco”  modes where the contents of this field is used for the 
prompt in configuration mode (see Config Level topic). 

Leaf node

A leaf node has a value, but no child nodes in the data tree. Leaves 
are uniquely distinguished by having the “Leaf Object”  check box 
checked. 
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The text in the “Help Text”  field will be output when the user 
requests possible completions by typing a “?”.

"Data Type " must be selected and the "Runtime Input"  field 
specified. 

The “Default Value” field contains object value to be used for the 
“load default”  command or "no" command (if CLI rauns in Cisco 
emulation mode), see "Default Value" topic for details. 
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Runtime input

One of the properties of configuration template node is "runtime input". 
"runtime input" must be empty string for "fixed" nodes and have value 
for "list" or "leaf" nodes. It should describe data type of the node; data 
type name itself can be used as value for "runtime input".

The value of "runtime input" is used by CLI to display warning about 
missing value. E.g.

[edit]

# set chassis interface if1 disable <ENTER>

Identifier <toggle>  required

[edit]

# 

Runtime Input
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Config Level

When operating on configuration user may enter command with the full 
path to the configuration element. E.g. for the configuration tree:

chassis 

+ interface <if-name>

+ disable <toggle>

+ mtu <size>

+ ipaddr <ip-addr>

commands to configure "interface if1" may look like (in Junos 
emulation):

[edit]

# set chassis interface if1 mtu 1400

[edit]

# set chassis interface if1 ipaddr 1.2.3.4

[edit]

# set chassis interface if1 disable false

Or, user can navigate to "interface if1" and shorten the commands. 

In Junos emulation "edit", "up" and "top" commands are used for 
navigation. Banner line, the line above the prompt line that starts with 
"[edit ", indicates the current position in the configuration hierarchy:

[edit] -> /

# edit chassis interface if1

[edit chassis interface if1] -> /chassis/interface 
if1/

# set mtu 1400

[edit chassis interface if1] -> /chassis/interface 
if1/

Config Level
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# set ipaddr 1.2.3.4

[edit chassis interface if1] -> /chassis/interface 
if1/

# set disable false

[edit chassis interface if1] -> /chassis/interface 
if1/

# up

[edit chassis] -> /chassis/

# up

[edit] -> /

# 

In "Cisco" emulation navigation "down" is "implicit". To navigate "up" 
execute "exit" command. Navigation can be perfomed only to the 
nodes that have “Config Level”  specified. In Cisco emulation there is 
no banner line in configuration mode, the contents of the “Config 
Level”  field is used for the prompt as an indication of the position in 
configuration hierarchy. 

chassis -> Config Level = "ch"

+ interface <if-name> -> Config Level = "if"

+ disable <toggle>

+ mtu <size>
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+ ipaddr <ip-addr>

Navigate to "interface if1" 

(config)# chassis -> /

(config -ch)# interface if1 -> /chassis/

(config -ch-if )# -> /chassis/interface if1/

... do some configuration 

(config -ch-if )# exit -> /chassis/interface if1/

(config -ch)# exit -> /chassis/

(config)# exit -> /

# -> EXITED CONFIGURATION MODE 

Navigation to sublevel stops at the leaf ("Config Level" in leaf nodes is 
ignored), or at the 1st node with empty "Config Level".

chassis -> Config Level = "ch"

+ interface <if-name> -> Config Level = "" = CAN'T
NAVIGATE HERE

+ disable <toggle>

+ mtu <size>

+ ipaddr <ip-addr>

Try to navigate to "interface if1" 

(config)# chassis -> /

(config -ch)# interface if1 -> /chassis/

(config -ch)# -> STILL AT /chassis/ 
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Commands Branch

CLI commands are organized in a tree hierarchy. Command 
completion and validation is performed by matching user input to this 
tree hierarchy. Matching is performed based on the node type.

There are 3 types o f nodes in the commands branch of the tree:

1. "fixed"  - user input has to match the name of the node
exactly.

2. "variable"   - any word is match to this type of node. Node
name is just a description.

3. "choice"  - similar to "variable" the name of this node is just
a description. However choice nodes are initalized with a list
of possible choices and match can be any word from that
list. The choice list can also be dynamic, i.e. provided at run
time by callback.

Here is an example, command template has fixed node "show" with 3 
child nodes: fixed node "user", variable node "host" and choice node 
"iftype"

show -> fixed

+ user -> fixed

+ host -> variable

+ iftype -> choice, choice list is: "ethernet",
"serial", "wireless"

At run time:

Commands Branch
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> shww -> unknown command

> show -> matches "show" node

> show user -> matches "user" node

> show mycomputer -> "mycomputer" matches "host"
variable node

> show iftype -> "iftype" matches "host" variable
node

> show ethernet -> "ethernet" matches "iftype"
choice node

Note that there should be only one variable node at one level, 
matching algorithm will always find the 1st one. Similarly, multiple 
choice nodes at the same level should have unique "choise list" items. 

When user presses ENTER at the end of the command line, xCLI 
parser processes command line (mat ches words to command 
hierarchy tree) and if the path is found executes action associated with 
the last node.
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CLI actions

Possible CLI actions on ENTER are: 

1. Perform no operation ( no-op)

2. Call a C++ function which i s part of this project. (Refered to as
a callback  function.)

3. Execute a System Command .

4. Execute a plugin command  (xCLI builder ships with SNMP
plugin)

Example (all nodes are "fixed"):

top -> no action
+ cmd2 -> callback to call: XCLICmdImpl::top_cmd2()
+ cmd3 -> system cmd to execute: ping -n 2 
192.168.0.1
+ cmd4 -> snmp-plugin cmd to execute: get 

1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0

In CLI:

> top<ENTER>
Argument required
> top c<ENTER>
Ambiguous command: c
Possible completions:
 cmd2
 cmd3
 cmd4
> top cmd2<ENTER>
... output from XCLICmdImpl::top_cmd2()
> top cmd3<ENTER>

CLI Actions
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Executing 'ping -n 2 192.168.0.1'
Press Ctrl-C to interrupt

Pinging 192.168.0.1 with 32 bytes of data:
Reply from 192.168.0.1: bytes=32 time<1ms TTL=64
Reply from 192.168.0.1: bytes=32 time<1ms TTL=64

Ping statistics for 192.168.0.1:
    Packets: Sent = 2, Received = 2, Lost = 0 (0% 
loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
    Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Average = 0ms
> top cmd4<ENTER>
[1] sysDescr.0: NuDesign Multiprotocol Agent
>

Command Mapping

In the cases of the System Call and the SNMP  Command there is an 
additional field  available  which allows you to map the command line to 
other commands. In the case of SNMP plugin commands the mapping 
must be what is sent to the plugin. In the case of the system call, the 
mapped command is what is sent as the system call.

There is a method to send what is entered as a variable node to the 
remapped command. For this "$$" is used to represent the string 
associated with the variable node.

$$ is special tag/macro to be replaced by word(s) user typed on 
command line. This is useful if CLI has to provide run time argument 
for system or plugin command actions.

Example, "myping myhost" command: 
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myping -> fixed, no-op
   myhost   -> fixed, system cmd to execute: ping 
192.168.0.1 

in CLI: 

> myping myhost
Executing 'ping 192.168.0.1'
... 

If the type of "myhost" is "varaible" we can use $$ in sys command 
string:

myping -> fixed, no-op
   myhost   -> variable, system cmd to execute: 
ping -n 2 $$

in CLI, command processor will replace $$ in "ping -n 2 $$" with value 
user entered on the command line (in this example, 192.168.0.5): 

> myping 192.168.0.5
Executing 'ping 192.168.0.5'
...

 

$$ can be used with choice nodes as well. E.g. 

     < myhosts  type="list">
         <litem val="192.168.0.1" />
         <litem val="192.168.0.2" />
         <litem val="192.168.0.3" />
     </myhosts>

     <myping>
        <host  choice=" myhosts " run="ping.exe 
$$"  />
     </myping> 

In CLI: 

# myping ? 
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Possible completions:
 192.168.0.1
 192.168.0.2
 192.168.0.3
# myping 192.168.0.1 
Executing 'ping 192.168.0.1'
...

Variable Command Type: Single argument vs. 
Multi argument

CLI parser matches words in the command line with nodes in the 
command hierarchy. One word is matched to one node. When 
command node is "variable" any word is a match. 

For command hierarchy:

myping -> fixed, no-op
   myhost   -> variable, system cmd to execute: 
ping $$

If user enters 
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# myping 192.168.0.1 <ENTER>

CLI will match "myping" word to "myping" node and "192.168.0.1" to 
"myhost" node, and "ping 192.168.0.1" will be executed ( $$ = 
"192.168.0.1" )

The following line would produce error:

# myping 192.168.0.1 -n 2 <ENTER>
Unknown command: -n

Again, CLI would match "myping" word to "myping" node and 
"192.168.0.1" to "myhost" node, and then try to find match for "-n" 
which does not exist.

CLI allows multiple words to be specified as the value for the variable 
node when such node is leaf. Simply check " Command input to be 
read as multi-argument " check box. 

When variable leaf command node is marked to accept multi 
argument, then CLI would simply pass everything from the first word 
that matches variable node to the end of the command line as the 
value for that node.

# myping 192.168.0.1 -n 2 <ENTER>

In this case "192.168.0.1 -n -2" is value to be used for $$.

Callback
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When "callback" is selected as an action for the command node, xCLI 
builder generates callback function. Callback name is derived from the 
node's path. For the example above callback would be:

tInt32  top_cmd2 (BXCmdContext& ctx);

Plugin 

xCLI Builder can be extended with plugins. The plugin is a DLL that 
implements and exports methods of the “ INDxCliPlugIn ” interface. 

If the action for the node is specified as a "plugin" than the CLI will 
pass the "plugin command line" to the DLL for processing. 

CLI loads plugins at startup. The list of plugins is specified in " ndxcli-
settings.xml " in <plugins>  section:

<plugins>

<plugin name="snmp" path="\Dev\XCLI\Bin\NDxCS.dll" 
/> 

</plugins>

Of course, path should be appropriate for the OS.
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Format of the plugin command in the template is:

plugin:<plugin-name>:<plugin command line>

e.g.

plugin:snmp:getgroup $$

If plugin with <plugin-name> is successfully loaded, the CLI will simply 
call plugin's "Execute" method and pass <plugin command line> as an 
argument. In other words, <plugin command line> is not validated by 
CLI. 

NDxCS.dll is the SNMP plugin for xCLI Builder and in essence this is 
the SNMP manager that can communicate with an SNMP agent on the 
same machine (using local loopback.)

As an eaxmple:

    agent -> fixed, no op
+ read -> fixed, no op

+ oid -> variable, "snmp" plugin "get"
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"oid" is specified as the snmp plugin command "get". Argument for this 
command is $$ (see "$$ tag" topic). Plugin command associated with 
"oid" node is:

plugin:snmp:get $$

Note that "Command input to be read as multi-arguments" is checked. 

As an example, typing the following into the CLI with the above 
command specified:

# agent read 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.2.0 

will have "get 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.2.0 " passed to the SNMP 
plugin and if you have an SNMP agent running, the result will be 
printed on the console.
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User Interface

The user interface for this application is a standard Windows® user interface  with hotkeys 
for the advanced users. In addition we have added a row of buttons in a “ Toolbar ” which 
performs commonly used functions.

Right clicking on any of the tree nodes gives a context sensitive menu as on the graphic 
above. The application of project specific information, labels, functionality, etc., must be 
keyed in on the appropriate fields in the presentation of the CLI database .
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Pull Down Menus

These menus are modeled from standard “Windows ©” user interface Drop-Down Menus.

New  Open a new database for a Command Line Interface. This can also be accessed by 
the hotkey Ctrl+N

New  Open a new database for a Command Line Interface. This can also be accessed by 

Open …  This menu brings up a file browser to select an XML data file containing the 
information previously stored. This can also be accessed by the hotkey Ctrl+O

Open …  This menu brings up a file browser to select an XML data file containing the 

Save  Save the XML file which contains this application database to the current files 
name. This can also be accessed by the hotkey Ctrl+S

Save  Save the XML file which contains this application database to the current files 

Save As …  Save the XML file which contains this application database to a filename 
other than the current files name.

Save As …  Save the XML file which contains this application database to a filename 

Close  Close the open database loaded into this application.Close  Close the open database loaded into this application.

Exit  Exit this application.Exit  Exit this application.
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Add Type  Add a new “Type” node at the end of the Type branch. The node properties 
are set in the property table.

Add Type  Add a new “Type” node at the end of the Type branch. The node properties 

Add Template  Add a new Configuration Template at the end of the list of child nodes of 
the currently selected node in the Configuration Template Branch.

Add Template  Add a new Configuration Template at the end of the list of child nodes of 

Add Command  Add a new command node at the end of the list of child nodes of the 
currently selected node in the Command branch.

Add Command  Add a new command node at the end of the list of child nodes of the 

Add Comments  Insert a comment tag in the “Tree View” before the selected node. The 
comment in the XML view is included as text which is enclosed between “<!—
“ which turns off the XML parser and “-->” which turns it back on.

Add Comments  Insert a comment tag in the “Tree View” before the selected node. The 

Move Up  Moves the selected node up the tree. The node will not be moved between the 
major branches of the tree.

Move Up  Moves the selected node up the tree. The node will not be moved between the 

Move Down   Moves the selected node down the tree. The node will not be moved 
between the major branches of the tree.

Move Down   Moves the selected node down the tree. The node will not be moved 

Cut Delete the selected object putting it on the clipboard.Cut Delete the selected object putting it on the clipboard.

Copy  Put the selected object on the clipboard.Copy  Put the selected object on the clipboard.

Paste  Apply the contents of the clipboard after the current selected object.Paste  Apply the contents of the clipboard after the current selected object.

Delete  Delete the selected object.Delete  Delete the selected object.
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Create …  Bring up a “New Project Dialogue” to specify the titles, paths and files for a 
new project.

Create …  Bring up a “New Project Dialogue” to specify the titles, paths and files for a 

Expand All  Expand all nodes in the entire data structure. Expand All  Expand all nodes in the entire data structure. 

Collapse All  Collapse all nodes in the entire data structure. This will leave only the 
collapsed branches for “Type”, “Configuration” and “Commands”.

Collapse All  Collapse all nodes in the entire data structure. This will leave only the 

Show Toolbar  This menu toggles the display of the toolbar.Show Toolbar  This menu toggles the display of the toolbar.

Help Topics  Bring up the NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder Help Document.Help Topics  Bring up the NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder Help Document.

About NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder  Bring up the “About NuDesign Visual xCLI 
Builder” window.

About NuDesign Visual xCLI Builder  Bring up the “About NuDesign Visual xCLI 
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Tool Bar

To allow the user to have quicker access to the most common functions the following tool bar buttons are 
available.

The 
Toolbar buttons have the following names band functions:

New File Open a new database for a Command Line Interface. 
This can also be accessed by the hotkey Ctrl+N

Open File … This button brings up a file browser to select an XML 
data file containing the information previously stored. 
This can also be accessed by the hotkey Ctrl+O.

Save Save the XML file which contains this application 
database to the current files name. This can also be 
accessed by the hotkey Ctrl+S

Save As … Save the XML file which contains this application 
database to a filename other than the current files 
name.

Move Up Move the selected node up in the Tree View 
hierarchy. This button is “grayed out” when no further 
upward motion is possible.

Move Down Move the selected node down in the Tree View 
hierarchy. This button is “grayed out” when no further 
downward motion is possible.

Add Comment Insert a comment tag in the “Tree View” before the 
selected node. The comment in the XML view is 
included as text which is enclosed between “<!—“ 
which turns off the XML parser and “-->” which turns it 
back on.

Add Type Add a new “Type” node at the end of the Type 
branch. The node properties are set in the property 
table.

Add Choice Add a new "Choice" node at the end of the Choices 
branch. The lists of choices are set in it's property tab.

Add 
Configuration

Add a new Configuration Template after the currently 
selected node in the Configuration Template Branch.

Add 
Command

Add a new command node after the currently selected 
node in the Command branch.
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Delete Delete the currently selected node.
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About Commands

CLI commands are organized in a tree hierarchy.  There are four actions associated with 
the three types of nodes in the Commands branch (including plugin extensions):

1. "`No Op" - this is simply "placeholder". There is no action associated with it.

For example "show" (in OP ERATIONAL mode) is a placeholder. If you execute "show", an 
error message will be displayed.

2. "Callback"   - for this node a "callback"  method will be generated. This method
will be called if you enter command line that ends with the word that correspond to
this type of node.

The code that is called is initially created as stubs in the file “xcli_cmdimpl.cpp” . The 
methods are named by concatenating the command hierarchy branch names separated 
by underscores (“_”.)

For instance: show_hosts _Interface_ ...

3. "System Command"  - this  can be used to map system command
to  CLI  comamnd.

For example, "myping" can be mapped t o "ping -n 5 -t 3 192.168.0.1", so when you type 
"myping" it simply invokes "ping ...." 

xCLI Builder can be extended with plugins. The p lugin is a DLL that implements  and 
exports methods of the “ INDxCliPlugIn” interface. Basically, if the node is specified  as a 
"plugin" than the CLI will pass the "plugin command line" to the DLL for processing. NDxCS.
dll is the SNMP plugin for xCLI Builder and in essence this is the SNMP manager that can 
communicate with an SNMP agent on the same machine (using local loopback .)

4. “Plugin Command  (SNMP)” - this type of nodes will be mapped  to the SNMP
plugin.

Let say, that you created in command hierarchy:

- agent
+ read

+ oid

"agent" and "read" are " Fixed" elements and "oid" is a Variable" element with the 
command action set to "SNMP " is specified as the "Plugin Command of SNMP:  get".

You will see  the "Execute" box labeled:

   OIDs or object names to get
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This let's you specify specific OIDs or common object names like "sysDescr ", etc. The 
user can also put $$ in the field which causes whatever was entered into the commad line 
in the OID's location to be appended to the command.

As an example, typing the following into the CLI with the above command and $$ in the "OID 
... " field:

# agent read 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0

will have "get 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0"  passed to the SNMP plugin and if you have  an SNMP agent 
running, the result will be printed on the console.

Of course you can perform any  SNMP request.
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SNMP Plugin

The SNMP Plugin provides six operations to allow the user to  access MIB objects . The
SNMP plug-in DLL includes handlers for the following MIBs:

RFC1213-MIB

NUDESIGN-AGENT-MIB

ND-GARAGE-MIB

SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB

SNMP-MPD-MIB

SNMP-TARGET-MIB

SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB

SNMP-PROXY-MIB

SNMP-USER-BASED-SM-MIB

SNMP-VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB

SNMP-COMMUNITY-MIB

For these MIBs the user can use object names . For other MIB objects which the target agent 
may have implimented, it's objects must be referenced by their OID.

The functions are:

Get <oidOrName> …   - performs SNMP get function

Set <oidOrName>=<value> …  - performs SNMP set function

getnext <oidOrName> … - performs SNMP getnext operation

getTable <oidOrName> … - gets MIB tables

getGroup <oidOrName> …  - gets all scalar objects immediately below a node

session <options>    - defines the target of the SNMP communications

viewSession    - display the session status

The options for the “session” command are:

-a <host>:<port>    target address-a <host>:<port>    target address
-t <timeOut>   the request timeout (in seconds)-t <timeOut>   the request timeout (in seconds)
-r <retries>    the number of retries-r <retries>    the number of retries
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-v 1|2|3    SNMP version to use-v 1|2|3    SNMP version to use
 
SNMP v1/v2c specific  optionsSNMP v1/v2c specific  options
 
-c <community>  the community string-c <community>  the community string
 
SNMP v3 specific  optionsSNMP v3 specific  options
 
-l <secLevel>   security level (noAuthNoPriv |authNoPriv  |authPriv)-l <secLevel>   security level (noAuthNoPriv |authNoPriv  |authPriv)
-u <userName>  USM user name-u <userName>  USM user name
-auth <authProtocol> authentication protocol (MD5|SHA)-auth <authProtocol> authentication protocol (MD5|SHA)
-apwd <authPassword>  authentication protocol password-apwd <authPassword>  authentication protocol password
-priv <privProtocol>  privacy protocol (DES|AES)-priv <privProtocol>  privacy protocol (DES|AES)
-ppwd <privPassword>  privacy protocol password-ppwd <privPassword>  privacy protocol password
-e <engineID>  security engine ID (e.g. 800000020109840301 )-e <engineID>  security engine ID (e.g. 800000020109840301 )
-ctx <engineID>,<name> context engineID, name (e.g. AABBCCDDEE, router)-ctx <engineID>,<name> context engineID, name (e.g. AABBCCDDEE, router)
-ctxe <engineID>  context engine ID (e.g. AABBCCDDEE)-ctxe <engineID>  context engine ID (e.g. AABBCCDDEE)
-ctxn <name>  context name (e.g. router)-ctxn <name>  context name (e.g. router)
-ebt <numBoots>, <time> target engine {boots,time}-ebt <numBoots>, <time> target engine {boots,time}
-trace 0|1|2   Print debug messages-trace 0|1|2   Print debug messages
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Converting The CLI for Alternate Languages/Presentations

 

It is possible to create a CLI for languages other than English. As you might suspect, this is 
mostly done by entering data into the configuration templates/commands file in the chosen 
language. If you do this you will find that you have only done half the job. There is also an 
additional file of text which is used for responses in the CLI.

The XML document appears as follows (with sections removed for clairity):

 

<?xml version="1.0" ?> 

<ndt>

<plugins>

<plugin name="snmp" path="C:\Program Files\NuDesign Tools Eval\Visual 
xCLIBuilder\Bin\NDxCS.dll" />

</plugins>

<errors>

<error id="helpusage" descr=" (Type 'help &lt;cmd&gt;' for help)" />

<error id="gen" descr="General error." />

<error id="notfound" descr="No command found." />

<error id="argmis" descr="Argument required " />

<error id="noarg" descr="No argument allowed." />

<error id="toomany" descr="Too many arguments." />

<error id="usage" descr="Usage: " />

<error id="nosuch" descr="No such command: $1" />

 …

 

<error id="fileopen" descr="Failed to open file: " />

<error id="nopfrun" descr="No user function or run command specified for this command" />

<error id="pwdcount" descr="Invalid password, couldn't enter config mode." />

<error id="novalidator" descr="No validator found for '$1' type. Value will still be assigned!" 
/>

<error id="pluginunk" descr="Unknown plugin '$1'" />

<error id="pluginnload" descr="Plugin '$1' not loaded!" />

</errors>

<messages>

<msg id="helpusage" descr=" (Type 'help &lt;cmd&gt;' for help)" />
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<msg id="completions" descr="Possible completions:" /> 

<msg id="cfgsaved" descr="Config saved in: $1" />

<msg id="cfgloadfrom" descr="Loading config from $1" />

<msg id="interrupted" descr="\n\nCommand interrupted!" /> 

</messages>

</ndt>

 

This file functions as a resource file and is stored in XML format so it is easily modified in 
any ASCII editor. The file is stored in <Install-Directory>\codeGen\Template\ndxcli-settings.
xml . This file is copied into the project directory when the “Project|Create …” button is 
applied. If the file in the installed directories is modified then all projects will use the revised 
words. If the file is only modified in the generated project directory then it will only apply to 
that project.

It is possible to copy the revised XML file to as many project directories as you want so all 
of those CLI will have the same language.
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Configuring the CLI for Cisco/Juniper User Interface 

  

The CLI code generator will produce projects for a number of different variations of the 

user interface. Specifically, the user interfaces will be modeled after the Cisco 1

Internetworking Operating System (IOS) or the IOS-XR which superseded it, or one based 

on the Juniper 1 OS. All variants have similar functionality but you might choose one of the 
Cisco UIs which allow the configuration prompt to be somewhat more general. Also, 
choosing to build the “XR” or “Juniper” variants Allows you to maintain the concept of a 
configuration candidate which you can develop before you have to promote (commit) the 
changes you have made. 

Both the Cisco and Juniper CLI use hierarchical configuration mapping. The main 
difference distinguishing them from each other is by Juniper using a “Set” function which 
uses the hierarchy′s node name as an argument. i.e.: 

set mtu 1500 

sets the “mtu” parameter. 

Cisco′s equivalent mechanism is to use the hierarchy′s node as that function with the 
“Set” functionality being implicit by the use of the node name. i.e.: 

mtu 1500 

likewise sets the “mtu” parameter to 1500. 

An additional command that the Cisco user interface has is “no <configuration-leaf>” which 
installs the default value of the leaf as specified in the configuration template. i.e.

no speed 

Sets the speed parameter to “100m” as specified below. 

The command for handling which user interface the CLI will emulate is “emulate”  which 
accepts “cisco-ios” “cisco-xr” or “junos” as arguments to switch into those modes. The lists 
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of commands in each of the emulation modes can be found the help topics on JunOS, Cisco-
IOS and Cisco-XR. 

1. Cisco, Juniper and certain other keywords are copyrighted and belong to their 
respective owners with all rights reserved. 
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Emulation: JunOS 

  

Operational Mode Commands 

configure Enter configuration mode 

exit Exit this command session 

help Provide help with commands 

help <cmd> 

emulate** Change CLI emulation 

emulate cisco-ios 

emulate cisco-xr 

emulate junos 

Display CLI emulation 

emulate 

quit Exit this command session 

show Show command history 

show history 

<Cmd> Commands specified in the Template XML File 

** Optional, the 5th argument for BXCLI constructor is the flag to enable inclusion of 
"emulate". 

  

Configuration Mode Commands 

commit Commit the current set of changes 

create Alias for the "set" command 

create enable level <value> 

create privilege level <value> 

create prompt <promptString> 
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create <element> <value> 

delete Delete a configuration element 

delete <element> 

diff Compare the running to candidate configurations 

edit Edit a sub-element 

edit <configuration template branch> 

exit Move up, or if at the top exit configuration mode 

getrunning Copy the ′running′ to ′candidate′ configuration 

help Provide help with commands 

help <cmd> 

load Load configuration 

load default 

load override <filename>

To replace an entire configuration, specify the override option at 
any level of the hierarchy

 

load replace <filename>

To replace portions of a configuration, specify the replace option. 

 

load merg <filename>

The load merge operation adds the saved file to the  existing 
candidate configuration.

quit Exit configuration mode from any level discarding changes 

rename Rename a named configuration branch 

rename <GroupBranchName> to <newGroupBranchName> 

rollback Return to a previously committed configuration 

rollback <config-number> 

or rollback to most recent configuration. 

rollback 
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run Execute system command specified in the argument list 

run <syscmd> 

save Save one of the configurations 

save candidate 

save running 

set Set the value of a parameter or create a new element 

set enable level <value> 

set privilege level <value> 

set prompt <promptString> 

set <element> <value> 

show Show information 

show history 

show running 

show <element> 

top Exit to top level of configuration 

up Exit one level of configuration 
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Emulation: Cisco-IOS 

  

Non-Privileged Commands 

disable Turn off privileged commands 

enable Turn on privileged commands (values 2-15, default=15) or assign 
passwords. 

enable 

Set privilege level to 15 (Highest) 

enable <level> 

Set privilege level to <level> 

enable level <level> password <password> 

Set password for privilege <level> to <password> 

exit Exit from EXEC 

help Provide help with commands 

help <command> 

emulate Change CLI emulation 

emulate cisco-ios 

emulate cisco-xr 

emulate junos 

Display CLI emulation 

emulate 

show Show 

<Cmd> Commands specified in the Template XML File 

  

Privileged Commands 

configure Enter configuration mode (built in command, privilege level 15) 
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copy Copy (built in command, privilege level 15) 

diff Compare configurations. 

disable Turn off privileged commands (Return to level “1”) 

enable Turn on privileged commands (values 2-15, default=15) or assign 
passwords. 

enable 

Set privilege level to 15 (Highest) 

enable <level> 

Set privilege level to <level> 

enable level <level> password <password> 

Set password for privilege <level> to <password> 

exit Exit from EXEC 

help Provide help with commands 

help <command> 

emulate Change CLI emulation 

emulate cisco-ios 

emulate cisco-xr 

emulate junos 

Display CLI emulation 

emulate 

show Show 

<Cmd> Commands specified in the Template XML File 

  

Configuration Mode (Privilege Level 15 only) 

<Configuration 
Nodes> 

Configure <configuration Node> 

do To run exec commands in configure mode 

enable Turn on privileged commands (values 2-15, default=15) or assign 
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passwords. 

enable 

Set privilege level to 15 (Highest) 

enable <level> 

Set privilege level to <level> 

enable level <level> password <password> 

Set password for privilege <level> to <password> 

end Exit from configure mode 

exit Exit from configure mode 

load Load configuration 

load default 

load <file> 

no Negate command or sets its defaults 

privilege Assign privilege levels to commands 

privilege level <level> cmd <cmdline> 

prompt Redefine the prompt for EXEC mode. 

prompt <newPromptString> 

rename Rename a named configuration branch 

rename <GroupBranchName> to 
<newGroupBranchName> 

rollback Return to a previously committed configuration 

rollback <config-number> 

or rollback to most recent configuration. 

rollback 
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Emulation: Cisco-XR 

  

Non-Privileged Commands 

disable Turn off privileged commands 

emulate Change CLI emulation 

emulate cisco-ios 

emulate cisco-xr 

emulate junos 

Display CLI emulation 

emulate 

enable Turn on privileged commands (values 1-15, default=15) or assign 
passwords. 

enable 

Set privilege level to 15 (Highest) 

enable <level> 

Set privilege level to <level> 

enable level <level> password <password> 

Set password for privilege <level> to <password> 

exit Exit from EXEC 

help Provide help with commands 

help <command> 

show Show command history or privilege level 

show history 

show privilege 

<Cmd> Commands specified in the Template XML File 

Privileged Commands 
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<Template 
Nodes> 

Configure <Template Node> 

copy Copy (built in command, privilege level 15) between running and 
startup configurations. 

copy running-config startup-config 

copy startup-config running-config 

diff Compare the running configuration with a configuration file. 

diff running <filename> 

diff <filename> running 

For example, comparing a test file: 

# diff testconfig.xml running

'testconfig.xml' vs. RUNNING

chassis {

interface port0 {

* mtu 1500 <<<*** 1492;

}

interface port1 {

* mtu 1500 <<<*** 1492;

* speed 10m <<<*** 100m;

}

interface port2 {

* mtu 1500 <<<*** 1492;

}

interface port3 {

* mtu 1500 <<<*** 1492;

}

}

disable Turn off privileged commands 

emulate Change CLI emulation 

emulate cisco-ios 

emulate cisco-xr 

emulate junos 
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Display CLI emulation 

emulate 

enable Turn on privileged commands (values 2-15, default=15) or assign 
passwords. 

enable 

Set privilege level to 15 (Highest) 

enable <level> 

Set privilege level to <level> 

enable level <level> password <password> 

Set password for privilege <level> to <password> 

exit Exit from EXEC 

help Provide help with commands 

help <command> 

show Show command history, privilege level, running and startup 
configurations 

show history 

show privilege 

show running-config 

show startup-config 

<Cmd> Commands specified in the Template XML File 

  

Configuration Mode Commands 

<Template 
Nodes> 

Configure <Template Node> 

commit Commit the current set of changes 

diff Compare the running configuration with the candidate configuration. 

diff 

RUNNING vs. CANDIDATE

chassis {
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interface port0 {

* disable false <<<*** true;

}

}

do Execute system command specified in the argument list 

do <execCmd> 

enable Turn on privileged commands (values 2-15, default=15) or assign 
passwords. 

enable 

Set privilege level to 15 (Highest) 

enable <level> 

Set privilege level to <level> 

enable level <level> password <password> 

Set password for privilege <level> to <password> 

end Exit from configure mode 

exit Exit from configure mode 

load Load configuration 

load default 

load <file> 

no Negate command or sets its defaults 

privilege Specify minimum privilege level required for a specific command 

privilege level <level> cmd <cmdline> 

prompt Redefine the prompt for EXEC mode. 

prompt <newPromptString> 

rename Rename a named configuration branch 

rename <GroupBranchName> to <newGroupBranchName> 

rollback Return to a previously committed configuration 

rollback <config-number> 

or rollback to most recent configuration. 
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rollback 
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Linux Enhacements

Added CLI functionality on Linux

================================

1) Piping

---------

Provide output of a command sequence to the stdin of a separate process.

The rest of the line is considered as processed by the resident shell, specifically 
subsequent piping and/or redirection

E.g. count the output of 'show'

 > show interfaces | wc 

E.g. display the output, though a pointless exercise, still permissible

 > show interfaces | cat 

E.g. pipe the output of show to 'pr' then send it to the printer.

 > show interfaces | pr | lpr 

 

2 ) Redirection

---------------

Save the output of a command to a file.

E.g. Send the output of show to a file in the local directory called 'tmp.out'

 > show interfaces > tmp.out

Combinations of 1 & 2.

E.g. pipe the output of show to 'pr' then save it to 'tmp.out'

 > show interfaces | pr > tmp.out

 

3) Direct access to the bash shell.

---------------

E.g. Display the current directory name and display the count the number of files in the 
directory.

> ( pwd ; ls | wc -l )

There are some notable limitations, the primary of which is that some command line 
executables (running from the resident shell ) do not operate on stdtin/stdout. Some expect 
to be able to take over the console and keyboard, such as editors. These executables are 
not supported.
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Note:

It may be the case that the characters '>' or '|' may need to be a "value" and the presence of 
such could lead to confusion as to

the intended interpretation of the sequence. To avoid misinterpretation, enclose the value 
in quotes. E.g. "this>is!a>>value"

 

4) Pagination of output.

---------------

Command output exceeds the current console dimensions is paginated. When a page of 
data is displayed, " -- More --" is displayed at the bottom, output is paused waiting for 
specific keyboard input.

 Keys

 ----

 space - display another page of output.

 ret - display one more row of output.

 q - quit the current display sequence.

 u - page up one screen of output.

 

5) "enable" password obfuscation.

---------------

Passwords displayed under the "enable" branch of the configuration are obfuscated, so that 
passwords are protected.

Under cisco modes of operation, once a enable level password has been set, when a user 
types:

 > enable

the user is required to type the original password.

 E.g.

  Password: ******

 

6) user login to CLI

---------------

There is a mechanism to login to configuration mode of the CLI, using the Linux host's 
users and password. There are a couple conditions that must be met to use this mechanism.

a) The user is defined under the "user" configuration branch of the CLI.

b) The user exists under Linux on the device
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To use this mechanism, from the command prompt '>' user the "user" command along with 
the user name

 E.g.

  > user secuser

 

The user will then be prompted for the password.

 E.g.

  Password: 

 

Then you enter the password.

 E.g.

  Password: ******

 

Providing the password is correct, the user is then enabled to the privilege level privided by 
the configuration information. In two cases no user name is required. If no user 
configuration exists, then the user name is assumed to be "root", in which case the root 
password is required. The other case is when the current user (on Linux) is also configured 
for the CLI, then no user name is required nor is a password.

To configure a user, it is assumed that the user is in configuration mode, then ( from either 
cisco emulations ):

(config)# user name secuser level xx

 

Where 'xx' is a number between 1 and 15. Note: level '15' is the highest privilege level and 
the level required (usually) to make configuration changes to the system.

 

>From cisco-xr mode, you need to commit the change.

 

>From junos mode, you'd enter:

[edit]

# user name secuser level xx

# commit

 

To "secure" access to the CLI, in either cisco mode, an administrator could defined each 
user, then set enable passwords (particularly level 15) that are known only to the 
administrator or alternately, use a "privilege" configuration to disable "enable" from 
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operational mode.

 E.g.

  (config)# privilege level 15 cmd enable

 

and 'commit' if in cisco XR mode.

Similarly, under junos, besides creating users, you could disable "configure" from 
operational mode.

 E.g.

  [edit]

  # set privilege level 15 cmd configure

  # commit

 

After this is done, in all cases you would employ "user" to enter "enable" or "configure" 
modes (depending on emulation).

 

7) XON (^Q)/XOFF(^S) Processing of output.

---------------

This may be enabled programatically by providing a non default instantiation of the 
LinuxConsole object. It is not enabled by default as there is a small performance impact on 
screen update.

When enables, pressing ^S to pause output and ^Q to resume it.
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Executables

 

There are two applications binaries in the Linux SDKs. The first, 'ndxclid ' is part of the 
build system for the SDK. The second, ' ndsh ' is available in the /bin directory of the SDK.

 

ndxclid

Synopsis: ndxcli  [options]

Description:

This is the NuDesign cli server. It should reside in a /bin  directory on the target system.

ndxclid  has dependencies on the following shared object libraries produced from 
building this source distribution:

libNDXCLI.so.0

libNDSys.so.0

libNDSysLinux.so.0

 

The following additional shared objects, available in the /lib directory of the SDK 
installation directory are also required:

libSocket.so.0

libSocketLinux.so.0

 

ndxclid , is dependent for the specifics of the CLI implementation on 

libxCLIImpl.so
1
 ,which itself may have a dependency, depending on configuration.on 

the runtime loaded SNMP plug libNDxCS.so.0 .

 

The SNMP plugin library libNDxCS.so.0
12

(available in the /lib directory) has the 
following shared object dependencies which are also in the /lib directory of the SDK:

libNDVacm.so.0

libNDSUdp.so.0
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libNDSnmp.so.0

libNDSCryp.so.0

libNDNVol.so.0

libNDMibH.so.0

 

Additionally, libxCLIImpl.so  has several dependencies that are taken from the 
xCLIBuilder project that produced it. (See xCLIBuilder documentation concerning these 
files) These are:

ndxcli-settings.xml

ndxcli-help.xml

NDxCS.xmi
13

NDxCS.xnv
14

 

All dependent shared object libraries, not produced by this SDK, except for 
'libxCLIImpl.so' , are available in the /lib directory of the SDK.

Command Line Options:

When executed without command line options, it displays a short help and exits. The 
following command line options are recognized.

 

-c run the cli server in the console.-c run the cli server in the console.

-d run the cli server as a background process/service (daemon).-d run the cli server as a background process/service (daemon).

-s stops the cli server running in the background.-s stops the cli server running in the background.

-k kills the cli server running in the background. Used if -s doesn't stop the server.-k kills the cli server running in the background. Used if -s doesn't stop the server.

-p <port number>  specifies the tcp service port. Default: 9523.-p <port number>  specifies the tcp service port. Default: 9523.

-t produce a trace file. Used with the -c or -d options for debug builds only.-t produce a trace file. Used with the -c or -d options for debug builds only.

-r remove the server working configuration data on start up. By default, on startup, the 
previous working configuration is made the current running configuration data.

-r remove the server working configuration data on start up. By default, on startup, the 

-? display a help message. -? display a help message. 
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ndsh

Synopsis: ndsh  [options]

Description:

This is the NuDesign cli shell used in conjunction with the cli server. It should reside in a 
/bin  directory on the target system.

Command Line Options:

-p <port number>  specifies the service's service port. Default: 9523.-p <port number>  specifies the service's service port. Default: 9523.

-t <tracenum>  trace shell execution to 'client<tracenum>.out'. -t <tracenum>  trace shell execution to 'client<tracenum>.out'. 

-? display a help message. -? display a help message. 

 

 

 

11 This implementation file is produced by the output of your xCLIBuilder project.11 This implementation file is produced by the output of your xCLIBuilder project.

12 This is the SNMP plug in and nessessary only when SNMP functionality is required.12 This is the SNMP plug in and nessessary only when SNMP functionality is required.

13 This used by the SNMP plug in.13 This used by the SNMP plug in.

14 This used by the SNMP plug in.14 This used by the SNMP plug in.
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CLI Introduction

 

The command-line interface (CLI) is the software interface for accessing an embedded 
device either from the console or through a network connection. 

 

The CLI is a command shell that runs on top of an (RT)OS kernel. User types commands 
on a single line. Commands are executed when user press the Enter key. The CLI 
provides command help and command completion, and it also provides keyboard 
sequences for moving around on a command line and scrolling through recently executed 
commands.

 

The CLI has two modes: operational  and configuration . Generally speaking, operational 
mode is considered to give non-privileged access; there should be nothing a user can type 
that would impact the operation of the device. In contrast, configuration mode allows all 
aspects of device operation to be modified.

 

CLI commands are organized in a hierarchy. Commands that perform a similar function are 
grouped together under the same level of the hierarchy. For example, all commands that 
display information about the system and the system software are grouped under the 
“show system” command. 

 

NuDesign CLI Framework simplifies creation of hierarchical CLI. Framework implements 
command hierarchy navigation, command completion, command line editing, history and a 
basic set of common commands. It is very easy to extend CLI with custom commands and 
device configuration in a few steps:

Generate the CLI hierarchy (using visual editor or manually) 

Run code generator using generated hierarchy and produce CLI project

Implement custom “command handler” and “validator” methods. 

Compile and run custom CLI
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Basic Commands

 

On starting the CLI, the user will be presented with a command line prompt:

 
>
 

Typing “?” at the prompt will list the commands currently available to the user:

 
> ?
Possible completions:
configure Switch to configuration mode
exit Exit this command session
quit Exit this command session
help Provide help with commands
history Print command history
run Execute system command
show Display the running / active configuration
 
 

If the user types the first letter or letters of a command, and hit s <Tab>, then command 
completion will occur. For example:

 
> conf?
Possible completions:
configure Switch to configuration mode
> conf

 

The CLI supports command history and editing of the text on the command line. The most 
important commands are:

up-arrow  or control-p  moves to the previous command in the history.

down-arrow  or control-n  moves to the next command in the history.

left-arrow  or control-b  moves back along the command line.

right-arrow  or control-f  move forward along the command line.

control-a  moves to the beginning of the command line.

control-e  moves to the end of the command line.

control-d  deletes the character directly under the cursor.
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Command Modes

 

Operational Mode
 

This mode displays the current device status. In operational mode, user enters commands 
to monitor and troubleshoot the software, network connectivity, etc. 

 

The built-in commands in operational mode are:

 

configure : switches from operational mode to configuration mode.

help : provides online help.

quit : exit from the CLI

 

Configuration Mode
 

A configuration is stored as a hierarchy of statements. In configuration mode, user enters 
these statements to define properties of the software. To switch to configuration mode 
user executes configure  command. On password prompt enter 'ndt'.

 
> configure
Password: ndt
[edit]
#
 

In configuration mode the user actually views and changes a file called the candidate 
configuration . The candidate configuration allows the user to make configuration changes 
without causing operational changes to the current operating configuration, called the 
active configuration . Changes to active configuration are done after the user issues 
“commit” command. Candidate configuration enables the user to alter the configuration 
without causing potential damage to the current device operations.

 

If you make changes to the candidate configuration you can save the m using the "save" 
command.
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If you want to restore in the "candidate" what is presently in the "running" configuration, 
execute "getrunning.” It will iterate through the running configuration, calling "Get_..." on 
each leaf and finally copy to "candidate” configuration.

 

In configuration mode, the user creates the specific hierarchy of configuration statements. 
When the user has finished entering the configuration statements he commits them, which 
activates the configuration on the device. 

 

The u ser can change the current location in the configuration tree using the edit , exit , quit , 
top and up commands:

 

edit <element name>: Edit a sub-element

exit: Exit from this configuration level, or if at top level, exit configuration mode.

quit: Quit from this level

top: Exit to top level of configuration

up: Exit one level of configuration

 

For example:

 
[edit]
# edit chassis interface if1
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
address 192.168.0.5 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
[edit chassis interface if1]
# up
[edit chassis]
# top
[edit]
#

 

User can create the hierarchy interactively or user can create an ASCII text file that is 
loaded into the CLI and then committed. The commands for this are:
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save <filename>:  save the current configuration in the specified file.

load <filename>:  load the specified file, discarding the currently running 
configuration.

 

The <filename> argument is a path to a disk file

 

To set configuration values use:

 

set <path to config> <value>:  set the value of the specified configuration node.

 

The set command can be used to set or change the value of a configuration option. The 
change does not actually take effect immediately - the commit command must be used to 
apply this and any other uncommitted changes. For example:

 
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
address 192.168.0.5 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
[edit chassis interface if1]
# set address 192.168.0.5 gateway 192.168.0.2
OK
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
address 192.168.0.5 {
> gateway: 192.168.0.2
}
 

The “>” indicates parts of the configuration that has been added or modified but not yet 
been committed.

 

New configuration can be added by the set command. If we type set followed by the path 
to a new configuration node, the node will be created. All parameters within that node will 
be assigned their default values (if exist).

 
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
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address 192.168.0.5 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
[edit chassis interface if1]
# set address 192.168.0.20 
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
address 192.168.0.5 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
> address 192.168.0.20 {
> gateway 192.168.0.1
>}
 

In the example above, new configuration node has been added (address 192.168.0.20) 
with default value (gateway 192.168.0.1)

 

The delete command can be used to delete sub trees from the configuration. The deletion 
will be visible in the results of the show command, but will not actually take place until the 
changes are committed. The “-” indicates parts of the configuration that has been deleted 
but not yet been committed.

 
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
address 192.168.0.5 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
address 192.168.0.20 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
[edit chassis interface if1]
# delete address 192.168.0.20 
[edit chassis interface if1]
# show
address 192.168.0.5 {
gateway 192.168.0.1
}
- address 192.168.0.20 {
- gateway 192.168.0.1
-}
 

 

The commit  command commits all the current configuration changes. 
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The user can discard a batch of changes by editing them back to their original 
configuration, or by using the exit command to leave configuration mode:

 
[edit]
# exit
There are uncommitted changes
Use "commit" to commit the changes, or "exit discard" to 
discard them
# exit discard
>
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Using the CLI

 

To merge CLI in the application only a few lines of code are required. Here is the sample 
pseudo code: 

 
WinConsole con(80, 100) - console handler
CommandTree cmdTree - user's op-mode commands 
ConfigTemplateTree templateTree – configuration template
BXCLI cli  - generate CLI object
 
while (command not equal “quit”)
{
 cli.GetLine - retrieve line
 cli.Exec - parse and process line
}
 

To retrieve a line, the “cli” calls the GetLine  method of the IXCmdStream  interface. A 
pointer to  the IXCmdStream interface implementation is passed to the CLI in constructor. 
IXCmdStream requires two methods to be implemented: Get:Line and Write. In plain 
English: CLI calls GetLine  to retrieve user input, and calls Write  to output text to display 
device. 

 

The CLI engine parses the command line, finds the command and calls the appropriate 
command handler passing the “current context” to it. “Current context” is the object that 
contains info rmation about the current position in the hierarchy, command line parsed into 
tokens, command stream, user info rmation etc. 

 

BXCLI provides implementation of the following commands in configuration mode :

commit  - Commit the current set of changes

create  - Alias for the 'set' command

getrunning  - Copy 'running' to 'candidate' configuration

delete  - Delete a configuration element

edit  - Edit a sub-element / change hierarchy level

help  - Provide help with commands

exit  - Move up one level, or, if at the top exit configuration mode

exit  discard - Exit from configuration mode, discarding changes

history  - Print command history
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load  - Load configuration

load default  - Load factory-default configuration

quit - Exit from configuration mode from any level discarding changes

run - Execute system command

save  - Save configuration to a file

set  - Set the value of a parameter or create a new element

show  - Show the configuration

top - Exit to top level of configuration

up - Exit one level of configuration

 

BXCLI provides implementation of the following commands in operational mode :

configure  - Switch to configuration mode

help  - Provide help with commands

history  - Print command history

exit  - Exit this CLI session

quit - Exit this CLI session

run - Execute system command

show config  - Show configuration
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Adding Configuration Hierarchy to CLI

 

Adding configuration hierarchy to CLI requires the following steps:

 

Generate the CLI hierarchy and save in “hierarchy file”

Run the code generator using generated “hierarchy file” and produce the CLI project

Implement custom “config handler” and “validator” methods. 

 

Configuration hierarchy file is an XML file. Here is the small example
 
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<ndt>
<configuration>
<!-- CHASSIS -->
<chassis help="Configure chassis" >
<interface param="if-name" type="string" help=". . .” >
<disable leaf="true" type="bool" default="false" />
 <auth-key leaf="true" param="key" type="str" />
</interface>
</chassis>
</configuration>
</ndt>
 

Using this file as an input to the code generator will produce the following code:
 
class ConfigTemplateTree 
{
 . . .
BXTemplateNode node7; // chassis
BXTemplateNode node8; // interface
BXTmpltLeafNode node9; // disable
BXTmpltLeafNode node10; // authentication-key
 . . .
};
 
ConfigTemplateTree::ConfigTemplateTree()
. . . 
, node7(& node0, "chassis" )
, node8(& node7, "interface"  ,"interface-name" , "string" )
, node9(& node8, "disable"  ,"toggle" , "bool" ) // LEAF
,node10(& node8, "auth-key"  ,"key", "str") // LEAF
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. . .
{
node7.m_help = "Configure chassis" ;
node8.m_help = "Configure network interfaces" ;
node9.m_help = "";
node9.m_pfGet = (XCLIGET_METHOD)&_chassis::Get_disable;
node9.m_pfSet = (XCLISET_METHOD)&_chassis::Set_disable;
node10.m_help = "";
node10.m_pfGet = (XCLIGET_METHOD)&_chassis::Get_auth_key;
node10.m_pfSet = (XCLISET_METHOD)&_chassis::Set_auth_key;
}
 

 

The c lass ConfigTemplateTree creates a configuration template hierarchy. Each node 

(except root) has a parent node as the 1 st argument of the constructor.

 

Leaf nodes (node9 & 10 in the example above) require a pointer to a “handler” method. 

“handler” methods are generated by code generator as well:

 
class _chassis : public IXCmdHandler 
{
. . .
tInt32 Get_disable(IXCmdStream* pStream, BXConfigNode* pCfg);
tInt32 Set_disable(IXCmdStream* pStream, BXConfigNode* pCfg);
. . .
};
 
tInt32 _chassis::Get_disable(IXCmdStream* ps, BXConfigNode* pc)
{
ps->Write( "_chassis::Get_disable\n" );
return 0;
}
 
tInt32 _chassis::Set_disable(IXCmdStream* ps, BXConfigNode* pc)
{
ps->Write( "_chassis::Set_disable\n" );
return 0;
}
. . .
 
 

The c ode generator creates methods that will be called when the user changes the value 
of the configuration element. 
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The third argument for leaf nodes constructor s is the type of the object. If omitted string is 
assumed. A validation function is called when the CLI processes user input to check for 
validity of the parameter value. There is a set of intrinsic types (integer, string, octet string, 
…) whose validation is done internally. Of course, the user can provide custom types.

In the example above the type of “auth-key” is “str16 .” This is a custom type defined by 
the user. The u ser has to implement a validator class 

 
class MyValidator : public BXValidator
{ 
public:
MyValidator(){}
~MyValidator(){}
 
bool ValidateStr16(BXNodeEx& node, const BString& value)
{
if (value.length()!=16)
return false;
 
return true;
}
 
protected:
 DECLARE_VALIDATOR_MAP()
};
 
BEGIN_VALIDATOR_MAP(MyValidator, "MyValidator")
 VALIDATOR (" str16", ValidateStr16 )
END_VALIDATOR_MAP()
 

and register it with CLI:

 
MyValidator val;
cli.RegisterValidator(&val);
 

Now, if the user enters this command:

 
[edit chassis interface if1]
# set auth-key abcd1234wxyz

 

the CLI will call the ValidateStr16 method of the class MyValidator. ValidateStr16 will 
return false (length of key value is not equal 16) and the user will see:
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Invalid value: abcd1234wxyz
[edit chassis interface if1]
# 
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Adding Commands to CLI

 

Adding commands to CLI hierarchy requires the following steps:

Generate CLI hierarchy and save in “hierarchy file”

Run code generator using generated “hierarchy file” and produce CLI project

Implement custom “handler” methods. 

 

Command hierarchy file is an XML file. Here is the small example

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ndt>
<types />
<configuration />
<commands>
<show help="">
<host help="Show host parameters">
<date handler="C++" help=" Show host date " />
<name handler="C++" help=" Show host name " />
<OS handler="C++" help=" Show host os " />
</host>
<interfaces help=" Show interfaces ">
<interface handler="C++" help=" Show interface " />
</interfaces>
</show>
<ping help=" Ping a host ">
<host arg="single" run="ping.exe $$" help=" Host to ping. " />
</ping>
</commands>
</ndt>
 

Using this file as an input to code generator will produce the following code:

 
class CommandTree 
{
public:
CommandTree();
~CommandTree(){}
 
BXCommandNode node0;
BXCommandNode* Root(){ return &node0; }
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BXCommandNode node1; // show
BXCommandNode node2; // host
BXCommandNode node3; // date
BXCommandNode node4; // name
BXCommandNode node5; // os
BXCommandNode node6; // interfaces
BXCmdConfigNode node7; // interface
BXCommandNode node8; // ping
BXCmdArgNode node9; // host
};
 
 
CommandTree::CommandTree()
: node0()
, node1(& node0, "show" )
, node2(& node1, "host" )
, node3(& node2, "date" )
, node4(& node2, "name" )
, node5(& node2, "os")
, node6(& node1, "interfaces" )
, node7(& node6, "interface" )
, node8(& node0, "ping" )
, node9(& node8, "host" )
{
. . .
node3.m_help = "Show host date" ;
node3.m_pf = (XCLICMD_METHOD)&MyHost::Date;
. . .
node7.m_help = "Show interface" ;
node7.m_pf = (XCLICMD_METHOD)&MyIfHndlr::CmdIf;
. . .
node9.m_help = "Give a hostname or IP address to ping." ;
node9.m_run = "ping.exe $$" ;
}
 
 
class MyHost : public IXCmdHandler 
{
public:
MyHost(){}
~MyHost(){}
tInt32 Date(BXCmdContext& ctx);
. . .
};
 
tInt32 MyHost::Date(BXCmdContext& ctx)
{
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ctx.pStream->Write( "MyHost::Date\n" );
return 0;
}
 
 

When the user executes “show host date” , the CLI will call the handler method 
MyHost::Date

The d efault implementation simply prints the name of the method, so the user has to add a 
proper implementation. 

 

Similarly, when the user executes “show interfaces if1” , the CLI will call the handler 
method MyIfhandler::CmdIf . The difference in this method compar ed to the previous 
one is that “interface” node actually points to this configuration tree. This is indicated by 
the name of the node: "(chassis.interface.*)". 

 

Finally if the user executed “ping 192.168.0.1” the CLI will create a command line “ping.
exe 192.168.0.1” and pass it to the OS for execution. Note that the command is specified 
by the “Execute” parameter “ping.exe $$”. $$ is the placeholder that is replaced with the 
actual value of this node. 
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Windows SDK

 

The Windows SDK is automatically installed with the Visual xCLI Builder for C++. It can be 
used for any evaluation studies to be done or as a prototyping environment.

This SDK is created to allow development with the Microsoft Visual Studio family of IDE's. 
Currently we support Visual Studio 2008 to 2013.

The Visual xCLI Builder will create project files that are used by the Visual Studio IDE. 
Nominally, a single " VC++ Project" file for the 2008 Studio can be upgraded to the 
subsecquent releases of Visual Studio automatically with the Microsoft Upgrade Wizard. 
For your convieniance we also supply a 2010 "VC++ Project" file (a .vcxproj file). Either file 
can be upgraded by the Microsoft Upgrade Wizard for later versions of Visual Studio.

Generally, following the installation procedures  for our product and the Visual S tudio will 
allow you to develop  and build command line applications successfully. For the special 
case of Visual Studio 2008 this might not be true. For projects being developed for C++ 
there might be an additional step required. The Visual Studio C++ environment requires 
that the Visual Studio C# environment be installed as well.

You can tell if you are experiencing this issue if attempting to build a project produces a 
">error PRJ0003 : Error spawning 'cl.exe' "  message.

This can be done during the initial installation of Visual Studio by selecting C# as well as 
C++ when it's installation requests what environments are required. This does not require 
you to do any C# development, simply to have C#'s resources present.

If you have already installed Visual Studio with only C++ included you can upgrade you 
Visual Studio on you PC's Control Panel in the "Program Features" function by selecting 
Visual Studio and clicking the "Uninstall / Change" button an d performing the "Change" 
operation.
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PPC Linux Introduction

This document describes installation and usage of this SDK. The SDK enables building 
executables from projects produced by with the NuDesign Visual xCLIBuilder for C++.

This SDK is specifically for PPC 603 core Linux targets. 

The document discusses these main components of this release:

Requirements

SDK installation.

SDK Configuration

Building Generated Projects

Executable use
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Requirements

Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ produces projects that require include files and libraries specific 
to the target to complete the build process. For this version of Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ , 
the NuDesign specific files are available in this software development kit. 

The following is a specific list of requirements to build the projects produced for this target. 

PC Linux development host

GCC and related tool chain built for the host and target.

Expat XML parser (available with your distribution or from SourceForge.net)

OpenSSL libcrypto.so (if you are using the SNMP plugin)

Std c++ library 6.x (libstdc++.so.6)

Linux pthread library.

The SDK has been tested using a PC “desktop” Linux, such as Mandriva and Suse, as the 
development host, using the versions indicated. Other versions or non-Linux development 
platforms for these GNU tools are currently not supported, though may be suitable for 
development with this SDK.

Note: versions of both crypto  and expat  are provided with the SDK.
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PPC Linux Installation
 

This release comes in the form of a PC Linux executable with the 
extension “.bin ”.

By default the software will be installed under 
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PPC603 or
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PPC603GCC4_0 . The 
makefiles produced by the Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ expect that these 
defaults have been used. Installation may also require that you run the 
installer at a root  privilege level.

The libraries in this SDK also need to be available on your target and on 
the library path to run. This may be accomplished a variety of ways but the 
easiest is to create links from the SDK to the appropriate directories. The 
libraries should be linked under the /usr/lib  directory and the 
executables and related configuration files under /usr/bin . 
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Building Wizard Produced Projects

All xCLIBuilder for C++ projects have the same directory structure. The single directory 
contains all C++ source, header files relating to instrumentation code of the CLI application 
created by code generation. This directory also contains the Makefile , to build the project.

Copy the project produced by the Visual xCLIBuilder for C++, to a convenient location on 
your development computer. Build the projecy by running make , for either debug  or 
release  versions of the project, depending on the command line options provided to make .

Make Configuration
The makefiles of the system are essentially self contained, however there are several 
aspects of the build that may need to be altered, depending on the SDK installation location 
and other important dependencies. Several important macros are defined in the Makefile
as followings:

LIBDIR  By default location of the SDK libraries is set to 
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PPC603GCC4_0/lib . Alter this if 
the SDK was installed in a different location.

INCDIR  By default location of the SDK includes is set to 
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/ PPC603GCC4_0/Include . Alter 
this if the SDK was installed in a different location.

EXPATLIBDIR  By default this is set to the SDK libraries, however this will require 
change. Alter this to the location of libexpat.so.1  for this platform. By default, 
is assumed to be in the same directory path indicated by $(LIBDIR) .

GNU_TOOLS defines the location of the cross development tools and by default is 
defined as /usr/local/$(CROSSPATH)$(ADDPATH)/bin .

GNU_LIB defines the location of the cross development tools and by default is 
defined as /usr/local/$(CROSSPATH)$(ADDPATH)/$(PREFIX)/lib .

LINK_LIBDL  By default this is set the cross development libdl.so library. Alter this 
if the location is in a different location.

LDFLAGS.  Needs to be set to the linker option for the pthread library. E.g. 
LDFLAGS += -lpthread

 

Build Targets
There are two build “targets” for building a project. These are:
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Debug. This is the default.

Release.  This is invoked by specifying ' MODE=release ' on the make command 
line.

The build mode Debug , builds with no optimization and with debug symbols, Release
builds with 'O2' optimization and all symbols stripped.

In addition following targets may by specified on any make  command line.

all, default target. Builds all objects and libraries.

clean , removes all objects and the excutable in the subprojects. 

 
Build Output
The Makefile  produces a single output file which is the named the same as the project 
name specified in the wizard.

Synopsis: <project name> [option]

Description:

 

This is the CLI created to your specification, by the xCLIBuilder for C++ wizard. See the 
xCLIBuilder for C++ help for general information about using the CLI.

 

The executable is dependent on the following supplied shared objects. These must be on 
the library search path. They are:

 

libNDXCLI.so.1

libNDSys.so.1

libNDSysLinux.so.1

libNDSocket.so.1

libNDSocketLinux.so.1

libNDUdp.so.1

libNDSNMP.so.1

libNDVacm.so.1

libNDVol.so.1

libNDMibH.so.1
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libNDCryp.so.1

libcrypto.so

libexpath.so.1

 

If SNMP access is required from the CLI executable, then the following is also required (See 
“SNMP Plug In Configuration ” below).

 

libNDxCS.so.1

SNMP Plug In Configuration

The library, libNDxCS.so.1  is the SNMP plug in library that included with the SDK. To 
use the plug on the target, the file NDxCS.xmi  must exist in the same directory as the CLI 
executable file and must contain a configuration item for it. The following is the default entry.

<plugin name=”snmp” path=”/lib/libNDxCS.so.1” />

If the shared object libNDxCS.so.1  is install in a different location, then the path  needs 
to be changed accordingly.

In addition, if SNMP V3 support is required, then the file NDxCS.xnv  must also exist in the 
same directory as the CLI executable file. One is provided in the project directory with a 
default configuration appropriate for accessing a NuDesign SNMP agent with a default 
configuration.
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Introduction

 

This document describes installation and usage of this SDK. The SDK enables building 
executables from projects produced by with the NuDesign Visual xCLIBuilder for C++.

 

This SDK is specifically for MIPS Linux targets. 

 

The document discusses these main components of this release:

Requirements

SDK installation.

SDK Configuration

Building Generated Projects

Executable use
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Requirements

 

Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ produces projects that require include files and libraries 
specific to the target to complete the build process. For this version of Visual xCLIBuilder 
for C++ , the NuDesign specific files are available in this software development kit. 

 

The following is a specific list of requirements to build the projects produced for this target. 

 

PC Linux development host

GCC and related tool chain built for the host and target.

Expat XML parser (available with your distribution or from SourceForge.net)

OpenSSL libcrypto.so (if you are using the SNMP plugin)

Std c++ library 6.x (libstdc++.so.6)

Linux pthread library.

 

The SDK has been tested using a PC “desktop” Linux, such as Mandriva and Suse, as 
the development host, using the versions indicated. Other versions or non-Linux 
development platforms for these GNU tools are currently not supported, though may be 
suitable for development with this SDK.

 

Note: versions of both crypto  and expat  are provided with the SDK.
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Installation

 

This release comes in the form of a PC Linux executable with the extension “ .bin ”.

 

By default the software will be installed under 
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/MIPSBE . The makefiles produced by the 
Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ expect that these defaults have been used. Installation may 
also require that you run the installer at a root  privilege level.

 

The libraries in this SDK also need to be available on your target and on the library path to 
run. This may be accomplished a variety of ways but the easiest is to create links from the 
SDK to the appropriate directories. The libraries should be linked under the /usr/lib
directory and the executables and related configuration files under /usr/bin . 
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Building Wizard Produced Projects

 

All xCLIBuilder for C++ projects have the same directory structure. The single directory 
contains all C++ source, header files relating to instrumentation code of the CLI 
application created by code generation. This directory also contains the Makefile , to 
build the project.

 

Copy the project produced by the Visual xCLIBuilder for C++, to a convenient location on 
your development computer. Build the projecy by running make , for either debug  or 
release  versions of the project, depending on the command line options provided to 
make .

 

Make Configuration
 

The makefiles of the system are essentially self contained, however there are several 
aspects of the build that may need to be altered, depending on the SDK installation 
location and other important dependencies. Several important macros are defined in the 
Makefile  as followings:

 

LIBDIR  By default location of the SDK libraries is set to 
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/MIPSBE/lib . Alter this if the 
SDK was installed in a different location.

INCDIR  By default location of the SDK includes is set to 
/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/MIPSBE/Include . Alter this 
if the SDK was installed in a different location.

EXPATLIBDIR  By default this is set to the SDK libraries, however this will 
require change. Alter this to the location of libexpat.so.1  for this 
platform. By default, is assumed to be in the same directory path indicated by 
$(LIBDIR) .

GNU_TOOLS defines the location of the cross development tools and by 
default is defined as /usr/local/$(CROSSPATH)$(ADDPATH)/bin .

GNU_LIB defines the location of the cross development tools and by default 
is defined as /usr/local/$(CROSSPATH)$(ADDPATH)/$(PREFIX)
/lib .
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LINK_LIBDL  By default this is set the cross development shared object, 
given by $(GNU_LIB)/libdl.so  library. Alter this if the location is in a 
different location.

LDFLAGS.  Needs to be set to the linker option for the pthread library. E.g. 
LDFLAGS += -lpthread

 

Build Targets
 

There are two build “targets” for building a project. These are:

 

Debug. This is the default.

Release.  This is invoked by specifying ' MODE=release ' on the make 
command line.

 

The build mode Debug , builds with no optimization and with debug symbols, Release
builds with 'O2' optimization and all symbols stripped.

 

In addition following targets may by specified on any make  command line.

 

all, default target. Builds all objects and libraries.

clean , removes all objects and the excutable in the subprojects. 

 

Build Output
 

The Makefile  produces a single output file which is the named the same as the project 
name specified in the wizard.

 

Synopsis: <project name> [option]

Description:
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This is the CLI created to your specification, by the xCLIBuilder for C++ wizard. See the 
xCLIBuilder for C++ help for general information about using the CLI.

 

The executable is dependent on the following supplied shared objects. These must be on 
the library search path. They are:

 

libNDXCLI.so.1

libNDSys.so.1

libNDSysLinux.so.1

libNDSocket.so.1

libNDSocketLinux.so.1

libNDUdp.so.1

libNDSNMP.so.1

libNDVacm.so.1

libNDVol.so.1

libNDMibH.so.1

libNDCryp.so.1

libcrypto.so

libexpath.so.1

 

If SNMP access is required from the CLI executable, then the following is also required (See 
“SNMP Plug In Configuration ” below).

 

libNDxCS.so.1

 

SNMP Plug In Configuration

 

The library, libNDxCS.so.1  is the SNMP plug in library that included with the SDK. To 
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use the plug on the target, the file NDxCS.xmi  must exist in the same directory as the CLI 
executable file and must contain a configuration item for it. The following is the default 
entry.

 

<plugin name=”snmp” path=”/lib/libNDxCS.so.1” />

 

If the shared object libNDxCS.so.1  is install in a different location, then the path  needs 
to be changed accordingly.

 

In addition, if SNMP V3 support is required, then the file NDxCS.xnv  must also exist in the 
same directory as the CLI executable file. One is provided in the project directory with a 
default configuration appropriate for accessing a NuDesign SNMP agent with a default 
configuration.
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Introduction

 

This document describes installation and usage of this SDK. The SDK enables building 
executables from projects produced with the NuDesign Visual xCLIBuilder for C++.

 

This SDK is specifically for desktop targets1. 

 

The document discusses these main components of this release:

 

Requirements

SDK installation.

SDK Configuration

Building Generated Projects

Executable use

 

 

1 For either x86 or x86_64 distributions, depending on the version of SDLK acquired.
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Requirements

 

Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ produces projects that require include files and libraries 
specific to the target to complete the build process. For this version of Visual xCLIBuilder
for C++, the NuDesign specific files are available in this software development kit. 

 

The following is a specific list of requirements to build the projects produced for this target. 

 

PC Linux development host

GCC and related tool chain built for the host and target.

Expat XML parser (available with your distribution or from SourceForge.net)

OpenSSL libcrypto.so (if you are using the provided SNMP plugin)

Std c++ library 6.x (libstdc++.so.6)

Linux pthread and crypt library.

Binary CLI SDK for Linux or x86 or x86_64 (this SDK) 2

 

The SDK has been tested on several  “desktop” Linux  distributions , such as Fedora , as 
the development host, using the versions indicated. Other versions or non-Linux 
development platforms for these GNU tools are currently not supported, though may be 
suitable for development with this SDK.

 

 

2 If using xCLI created profiles with  the xCLI source SDK for Linux, some 
modification of the Makefile may be required.
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Installation

 

This release comes in the form of a PC Linux executable with the extension “ .bin”.

By default the software will be installed under:

/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86 , for the 32 bit SDK or

/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86_64 for the 64 bit SDK.

The makefiles produced by Visual xCLIBuilder for C++ expect that these defaults have 
been used. Installation may also require that you run the installer at a root privilege level.

The libraries and executables produced with the SDK need to be available on your target 
to run. This may be accomplished a variety of ways but the easiest is to create links from 
the SDK to the appropriate directories. The shared object libraries should be linked (or 
copied) under the /usr/lib or /lib3 directory and the executables and related configuration 
files under /usr/bin. As an alternative to copying the shared object libraries, you may also 
consider using the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable to point to the SDK library 
directory.

 

E.g.

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86/lib

or

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86_64/lib
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Building Wizard Produced Projects

 

All xCLIBuilder for C++ projects have the same directory structure. The single directory 
contains all C++ source, header files relating to instrumentation code of the CLI 
application created by code generation. This directory also contains the Makefile, to build 
the project. 

Copy the project produced by the Visual xCLIBuilder for C++, to a convenient location on 
your development computer. Build the project by running make, for either debug or release 
versions of the project, depending on the command line options provided to make.

Make Configuration

The Makefile for the build is essentially self-contained and attempts to set the following 
automatically, based on information it finds on the development system. However there 
are several aspects of the build that may need to be altered, depending on which SDK is 
installed (binary or source SDK), the installation location and other important 
dependencies. Several important macros are defined in the Makefile as followings:

 

- NUDESIGNDIR.  By default root location of the (binary) SDK libraries is assumed to be 

and is therefore set to /usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86 4. Alter this if the 
SDK was installed in a different location. By default, the next two are derived 

from this macro if it exists 5. 

- NUDESIGNDIR.  By default root location of the (binary) SDK libraries is assumed to be 

- LIBDIR. By default location of the SDK libraries is set to 

/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86 6/lib. 

- LIBDIR. By default location of the SDK libraries is set to 

- INCDIR. By default location of the SDK includes is set to 

/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86 7/Include. 

- INCDIR. By default location of the SDK includes is set to 

- EXPATLIBDIR. By default this is set to /usr/lib 8. Alter this if the location of libexpat.a is in 
a different location.

- EXPATLIBDIR. By default this is set to /usr/lib 8. Alter this if the location of libexpat.a is in 

- LINK_LIBDL. By default this is set to /usr/lib 9/libdl.so. Alter this if the location is in a 
different location. 

- LINK_LIBDL. By default this is set to /usr/lib 9/libdl.so. Alter this if the location is in a 

- LDFLAGS.  Needs to be set to the linker option for the pthread library. E.g. LDFLAGS 
+= -lpthread

- LDFLAGS.  Needs to be set to the linker option for the pthread library. E.g. LDFLAGS 

 

These variables may be set in the environment or on the make command line. E.g. make :

NUDESIGNDIR =/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86. 
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If you are building against one of the source SDKs, there are two other variables that 
affect can be used to influence the behavior of the build facility. These are: 

NUDESIGNDIR32 . If set, this, besides setting the root directory for the SDK, specifies that 
the project should be built as a 32 bit project, assuming 32 bit tools are installed on the 
development computer. 

NUDESIGNDIR64 . If set, this, besides setting the root directory for the SDK, specifies that 
the project should be built as a 64 bit project, assuming 64 bit tools are installed on the 
development computer. 

In addition, if you're license does not include the SNMP sources, then it will be required 
that you create a link from the prebuilt librares to the appropriate development library 
directory.

Build Targets

There are two build “targets” for building a project. These are:

Debug. This is the default. 

Release. This is invoked by specifying 'MODE=release' on the make 
command line. 

The build mode Debug, builds with no optimization and with debug symbols, Release 
builds with 'O2' optimization and all symbols stripped. 

In addition, the following targets may by specified on any make command line. 

all, default target. Builds all objects and libraries. 

clean, removes all objects and the executable in the sub projects. 

help, produces the following output... 

 

# 

# The following macros can be set i n the environment or on

# the make command line. If one is , precedence is given to it.

# Only one should be used at a time.

#

# NUDESIGNDIR: defines w here/which binary SDK to use is

# installed.
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#

# NUDESIGNDIR32: may be used to define where the source

# SDK is installed and  that a 32 bit build is desired.

#

# NUDESIGNDIR64: may be used to define where the source

# SDK is installed and at 64 bit build is desired .

# 

 

Build Output 

The Makefile produces two output files. The first is a shared object library containing all 
CLI implementation. The second is a standalone executable which is named the same as 
the project name specified in the wizard.

Library: libxCLIImpl.so

Description:

This is a shared library used by the executable below as well as a custom cli server 
development. The cli server itself is part of the xCLI source SDK. For more information on 
this product, contact NuDesign Technologies.

Synopsis: <project name> [option]

Description:

This is the CLI created to your specification, by the xCLIBuilder for C++ wizard. See the 
xCLIBuilder for C++ help for general information about using the CLI. 

The executable is dependent on 6 supplied shared objects. These are: 

libNDXCLI.so.0 

libNDSys.so.0 

libNDSysLinux.so.0 

libSocket.so.0 

libSocketLinux.so.0

libNDxCS.so.0 10

SNMP Plug In Configuration 
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The library, libNDxCS.so.0 is the SNMP plug in library that is included with the SDK. To 
use the plug on the target, the file NDxCS.xmi must exist in the same directory as the CLI 
executable file and must contain a configuration item for it in ndxcli-settings.xml. The 
following is the default entry. 

<plugin name=”snmp” path=”/lib/libNDxCS.so.0” /> 

For x86_64, you could set it to 

<plugin name=”snmp” path=”/lib64/libNDxCS.so.0” />

or 

<plugin name=”snmp” path=”/usr/local/NuDesign/MultiProtocol/PCx86/lib/libND xCS.so.
0” />

If the shared object libNDxCS.so.0 is install ed in a different location, then the path needs 
to be changed accordingly. 

In addition, if SNMP V3 support is required, then the file NDxCS.xnv must also exist in the 
same directory as the CLI executable file. One is provided in the project directory with a 
default configuration appropriate for accessing a NuDesign SNMP agent with a default 
configuration.

 

 

 

4 Or PCx86_644 Or PCx86_64

5 If you're using the source SDK, you should set this to the root  of the source tree in the 
SDK. i.e. the path to the "MultiProtocol6" directory in the SDK.

5 If you're using the source SDK, you should set this to the root  of the source tree in the 

6  Or PCx86_646  Or PCx86_64

7  Or PCx86_647  Or PCx86_64

8 may be /usr/lib64 for 64 bit systems8 may be /usr/lib64 for 64 bit systems

9  may be /usr/lib64 for 64 bit systems9  may be /usr/lib64 for 64 bit systems

10 This is the SNMP plug in and nessessary only when SNMP functionality is required.10 This is the SNMP plug in and nessessary only when SNMP functionality is required.
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Introduction

NuDesign XCLI C++ framework is platform for rapid development of hierarchical Command Line 
Interface. It provides an object-oriented approach to programming, hiding most of the complexities 
from the CLI developer. 
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Source Code Conventions

Naming Conventions

Following naming conventions are used in the source code. 

Data Types

The names of data types start with lowercase letter ' t' (e.g. tInt32 ). 

Enumerations

Enumeration names start with capital E. Enumeration values start with lowercase e . For example:

 

enum EPrefixMatch

{

 ePrefixMatch_nameOnly,

 ePrefixMatch_full 

};

 

Classes

Class names start with one of the following capital letters

B implementation class (e.g. BXCLI )

I  interface class (e.g. IResponder )

T thread/synchronization class (e.g. TEvent )

Member method names start with capital letter followed with lowercase letters or numbers. If the 
method name is multiword combination than each word starts with capital letter. For example:

 

tInt32 BXCLI::History();

tInt32 BXCLI::LoadSettings();

Member variable names start with m_  if declared as protected or private. Public member variables 
do not have m_  prefix. 

Static class variable names start with s_. 
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Global Variables

Global variable names start with g_. 

 

Indentation

The basic indentation is 3 spaces. The braces { and } are on the separate lines. The left brace 
“{“ has the same indentation as the previous line, while the right brace “ }“ lines up with the 
corresponding left brace “ {”. For example:

 

 if (. . .)

 {

  for (. . .)

  {

  }

 }

 else

 {

  . . .

 }

 

Comments

Both C (/* */) and C++ (//) style comments can be found in xCLI C++ framework. Certain 
comments (like function and class headers) are formatted for the documentation generation tools 
(like Doxygen, KDoc, etc.). Documentation comments are of the following format

 

/** ... */

/// ...

where the documentation is given in '' ... ''. Each comment specified using this format generates a 
manual entry for the next declaration in the source code. 
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Libraries

The following libraries are part of NuDesign XCLI C++ framework: 

NDSys - classes for thread/synchronization, string class, memory handling, debug 
helpers, 

NDXCLI - classes for command line processing 

NDxCS – SNMP plug-in for NDXCLI

NDSys  depends on the system specific API (threading, synchronization, socket interface). 
NDXCLI  uses expat XML parser library. expat is part of the standard QNX Neutrino distribution. 
NDxCS is distributed in binary form. Building this library from sources requires NuDesign SNMPv3 
C++ SDK.

 

NDSys

“Includes.h” header file in system specific subdirectory of the “Include/sys” contains the following 

 

#include "Config.h"

#include "CompilerOptions.h"

#include "StdTypes.h"

#include "Heap.h"

#include "StdUtils.h"

#include "TSynchBase.h" 

#include "ThreadBase.h"

 

“Includes.h” is the first header included in the project(s) that use NuDesign XCLI C++ framework. 

Config.h

This file contains macro definitions that control the build. 

NDCFG_NO_NAMESPACE
This is a hook so that namespace can be disabled without having to edit library headers.

NDCFG_NEW_AND_DELETE & NDCFG_CLASS_NEW_AND_DELETE
If NDCFG_NEW_AND_DELETE is defined then global new & delete operators are overloaded. 

Declaration of each class starts with a line <class-name>_ NEW_AND_DELETE . For example:
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class Abcd

{ 

Abcd_NEW_AND_DELETE

....

};

Abcd_NEW_AND_DELETE macro expands to nothing if NDCFG_CLASS_NEW_AND_DELETE 
is undefined. Otherwise, operators 'new' and 'delete' for the class are overridden. 
NDCFG_CLASS_NEW_AND_DELETE macro takes effect only if NDCFG_NEW_AND_DELETE 
is also defined. Please check the “Mem.h”, “MemClass.h” for the related macro definitions. 

NDCFG_SINGLETHREADED

If defined, methods in synchronizing classes and thread class have 'do nothing' implementation. 
This is usually specified as the preprocessor definition for the single-threaded build.

 

NDCFG_STL_STRING_SUPPORT & NDCFG_WCHAR_SUPPORT
If NDCFG_STL_STRING_SUPPORT is defined BString constructor, compare, append, etc. 
accept std::string as an argument.

If NDCFG_WCHAR_SUPPORT is defined BString constructor, compare, append, etc. accept 
tWchar* as argument.

 

CompilerOptions.h

This header includes system specific headers required for the build like stdio.h, string.h, etc.

StdTypes.h

For portability reasons, libraries are built using data types shown in list below. These types are 
simply mapped to corresponding C++ standard data type for chosen platform/compiler 
combination. Here is the example for the 32-bit platform:

 

typedef char tChar;

typedef signed short  tInt16;

typedef signed int  tInt32;

 

typedef unsigned char  tUchar;

typedef unsigned char  tUint8;
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typedef unsigned short  tUint16;

typedef unsigned int  tUint32;

 

The names of all types start with lowercase letter ' t'.

Heap.h

If NDCFG_NEW_AND_DELETE is defined global new & delete operators are overloaded (Mem.
h). 

 

. . .

 inline void* operator new  (tSize size)

  { return NDAlloc(size); }

 inline void operator delete (void* p)

  { NDFree(p); }

. . .

Where NDAlloc & NDFree are memory allocation/free routines. Usually they simply call standard 
malloc/free: 

 

 void* NDAlloc(tSize size)

 { 

  return malloc(size); 

 }

 

 void NDFree(void* p)

 { 

  free(p); 

 }

 

but if we want complete control of the memory used by NuDesign XCLI C++ framework we can 
implement heap manager and use it instead. For example WIN32 release version of NDsys 
creates heap handler as singleton class:

 

  class NDWin32Heap
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  {

. . .

  public:

   void* Alloc(tUint32 nSize)

    { return ::HeapAlloc(m_hHeap, HEAP_ZERO_MEMORY, nSize); }

 

   void* ReAlloc(void *p, tUint32 nSize)

    { return ::HeapReAlloc(m_hHeap, HEAP_ZERO_MEMORY, p, nSize); }

 

   void Free(void* pMem)

    { ::HeapFree(m_hHeap, 0, pMem); }

 

. . .

  };

and implements NDAlloc/NDFree as

 

 void* NDAlloc(tSize size)

 { 

  return NDWin32Heap::Instance()->Alloc(size); 

 }

 

 void NDFree(void* p)

 {

  NDWin32Heap::Instance()->Free(p); 

 }

 

StdUtils.h

Declaration (and implementation) of various standard utility functions. 

NDSprintf  - Write formatted data to a string.

NDFopen  - Open a file stream.
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NDFclose  - Closes a stream. 

NDFprintf  - Print formatted data to a stream.

NDGetchar  - Read a character from a stream.

NDTime  – Gets the system time

NDFtime  - Gets the current time.

NDMemcpy  - Copies characters between buffers.

NDMemset  - Sets buffers to a specified character

NDMemmove  - Moves one buffer to another.

NDMemcmp  - Compare characters in two buffers.

NDSrand  - Sets a random starting point.

NDRand  - Generates a pseudorandom number

NDSleep  – sleep for a given number of milliseconds

Normally they are simply mapped to the corresponding C Run-Time Library implementation.

 

#define NDSprintf sprintf 

#define NDFopen fopen 

#define NDFclose fclose 

#define NDFprintf fprintf 

#define NDGetchar getchar 

#define NDTime time 

#define NDFtime ftime 

#define NDMemcpy memcpy 

#define NDMemset memset 

#define NDMemmove memmove 

#define NDMemcmp memcmp 

#define NDSrand srand

#define NDRand rand

 

TSynchBase.h & ThreadBase

These two header files declare the base classes for synchronization/thread classes. 
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ByteOrder.h

This header defines NDNet2Host and NDHost2Net functions. These are the only two functions in 
the NuDesign XCLI C++ framework that depend on the byte ordering of the target processor. By 
default, little-endian (like Intel x86) is assumed. To build NDSys (and the rest of the libraries) for 
big-endian processor NDCFG_BIG_ENDIAN  must be defined.

NDXCLI

This library does not have any specific build options per se. NDXCLI does not have byte order 
dependent code.
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Tutorial - Introduction

 

This tutorial will walk you through the creation of a simple CLI and do some rudimentary 
testing of the resulting program. The intent of this tutorial is to guide you through all of the 
node types and significant sub-types,such as the different type of command leaves.

When you have completed this exercise you will have performed an example of every type 
of object.

A copy of the XML file you will produce is stored in XML-Tutorial.xml  in the xCLI Builder 
“Help”  directory.

The first step is to start the xCLI Builder and select “New”  from the “File”  menu. Storing 
the new file in your favorite work directory is usually a good idea. You will have to do it, 
sooner or later.

At this stage we are ready to add the nodes to your XML tree on the appropriate branches. 
Currently you only have four one node branches, “Type” , "Choice" , “Configuration”  and 
“Commands” . The order you build this is a matter of personal preference but we will do 
them in order, starting with the Type branch .
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The Type Definition Branch

 

The example CLI we are creating is so simple that any types defined here are probably 
unnecessary but for the sake of the exercise we will create one anyway.

We will create a list of acceptable values for the value of the speed of the interface. Selecting 

the root of the  “type”  branch, the toolbar option for creating a “Type”  node.
Pressing the “Add Type”  button creates a new type node which we can name “speedList” .
Selecting the “DataTye”  as “list” will cause the “List Item”  field to become active. Clicking 
on the “New”  button will create a list entry which can be set to “10m” . Repeating this 
procedure it is easy to see how you can create “100m”  and “auto”  which are all 
configurations an Ethernet port might have.
By pressing the “Apply”  button the node you have edited will be entered into the tree and 
the CLI database.
Having added a new type definition we will proceed to the Choice Definition branch .
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The Choice Definition Branch

In the choice definition branch we are supplying the data used in the commands branch to 
verify any "Choice " nodes. Specifically, if the command line's token associated with the 
choice node is in the set of the specified choice definition.

In the command branch, we anticipate a set of commands off a single branch so we create a 
choice definition with a list of terminal nodes of such a set of commands. i.e.

Having added a new type definition we will proceed to the Configuration Template branch .
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The Configuration Template Branch

 

Selecting the configuration templates branch makes the  “Add Template”  toolbar button 

become active.
Pressing the Add Template button produces your first level of hierarchy. In this example the 
device is a multiport Ethernet Hub and at the first level one can imagine partitioning the 
design into “Chassis” and other systems. (power supply, cooling …) So:

Pressing 'Apply' to apply the change to the data structure.

The next partition of the problem is the multiple ports. They are multiple instances of an 
Ethernet port so we will have to create a multiple or group configuration node in which we 
will put the elements of an Ethernet port.
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Putting the text “interface-name” into the "Runtime Input" field makes this a Group node. 
(remember that this only applies to branches, not leaves.)

Now we need to fill in the sub-nodes of the interface which are the configurable parameters 
of a port. The first will be the port speed (also an example of using a custom data type.)
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Note that “speedList” is included in the list of data types. Make sure the “Leaf” is checked 
and something is filled into the "Runtime Input" field.

Again, click “Apply” to promote this data.

 

Continue this process to create a Configuration Template Branch that looks like the 
following.

 

Having finished with the Configuration Template Branch we can proceed to the Command 
Branch .
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The Command Branch

 

The next step is to create an assortment of commands for demonstration purposes. We will 
need some that are written in C++, that are called through OS system calls, and that make 
use of a call through a plugin DLL.

For an example of C++ routines let us create a command with the syntax “show host 
date” .

Note that this is specified as a Command Branch.

Click Apply to promote this data.

The next syntax element is “host”  so we will add a subordinate “Command Branch”
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node for that.  As with the "show" node, it is a "fixed" node with the action "No op".

The last step to create the command is to create the final node which is the “date”  node 
where we select the “Callback” action.

When you create this project it will create a programming stub for the "Callback" routine 
named "show_host_ date"

As an exercise create two additional commands on the same sub-command branch. Say, 
“name”  and “OS”

The result looks like:
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The above command uses all fixed command nodes. Another possibility is to use a 
"Command Choice" node to replace the three final nodes. i.e.

This works when the Choice "Show_Operations" specifies the options "name", "date" and 
"OS". The callback will be "Show_host_Show_Operations" which will have to parse the 
command line for the actual operation.

 

Next, we will make a command using a system call. We will use the command “ping 
hostname”  as our example. Selecting the root “commands”  node again, pressing the 
“Add Commands”  toolbar button creates our new branch.
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After promoting this with the “Apply”  button create the next level of hierarchy with the 
“hostName”  name.
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Note that in this case “System Command”  is selected and the “Execute”  field has been 
filled in with “ping $$” , “$$” being the placeholder for “hostname”  (Checking off the 
"Command input to be read as multi-arguments " field allows command lines such as 
"ping hostname -t ".)

The Command branch should look like the following.
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The final step is to produce the structure for a command  “snmp get oidOrName” .

The “snmp”  and “get”  node are created in the identical fashion as other command 
branches. The unique node is “oiddOrName”  which looks like this.
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Note that “SNMP Command”  is selected and the associated list box has  “get”  selected. 
The last field has the arguments of the function, in this case OIDs . The “$$” indicates that 
the node name, “oidOrName” in this case, is replaced by an argument.  In this case if the 
command line is “snmp get sysName” the plugin will return “sysDescr” and “sysName”.

This is the last step in creating this example. Be sure to save this in your working directory.

The final results look like:

Having finished defining the XML file, we will proceed to creating and building the project .
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Building the Project

 

When the XML file is finished and saved the C++ project can be generated. This is done 
through the “Project|Create …”  drop down menu. That brings up the following dialog box 
in which you specify the project name and the project directory.

Clicking on the “Create Project” button will cause all the files necessary to compile and test 
the CLI.

Assuming the Microsoft Visual Studio is properly installed, double clicking on the 
Tutorial_CLI.dsp File in Windows Explorer will start Visual Studio.

(Visual Studio may at this point make adjustments to the project depending on the version 
of Visual Studio. If it asks, let it do it.)

This stage is completed by “Building” the project which is one of the drop down menus of 
Visual Studio.
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Testing the Project

 

Your CLI can be tested from within the Microsoft Visual Studio using their “Debug”  feature. 
The exact command will depend on the version of Visual Studio but it should look 
something like “Start Debugging”  under a “Debug”  drop down menu.

When testing your CLI typing a “?” displays help information. When in the initial state the 
help function displays:

> ?

Possible completions:

configure Switch to configuration mode

exit Exit this command session

quit Exit this command session

help Provide help with commands

history Print command history

run Execute system command

show Display the running / active configuration

ping Ping a hostname or ip address

snmp SNMP commands

Note that some of the commands are built-in (configure, exit, …) and some are added by 
the user (ping, show, snmp). 

 

At this point operational mode can be tested by running those functions. The performance 
of those functions is straight forward with the exception of the “configure” command. 

 

To enter configuration mode user executes configure  command. On password prompt enter 
“ndt”.

 

> configure

Password: ndt

[edit]
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#

Note that the prompt has changed from a “>” to the two line prompt:

[edit]

#

(The [edit] is actually [edit <hierarchy-level>])

 

In Configuration mode we have the following commands:

 

commit – Commit the current set of changes

create  – Alias for the "set" command

getrunning  – Create default configuration

delete  – Delete a configuration element

edit – Edit a sub-element

help  – Provide help with commands

exit  – Move up, or if at the top exit configuration mode

history  – Print command history 

load  – Load configuration

loaddefault  – Load a configuration based on the “Default Values” assigned to the leaves 
of the configure template branch.

quit – Exit from configuration mode from any level discarding changes

run – Execute system command specified in arg list

save  – Save configuration to a file specified in argument

set  – Set the value of a parameter or create a new element

show  – Show the candidate configuration

top – Exit to top level of configuration

up – Exit one level of configuration

 

In configuration mode the user actually views and changes a file called the candidate 
configuration . The candidate configuration allows the user to make configuration changes 
without causing operational changes to the current operating configuration, called the 
active configuration . Changes to active configuration are done after the user issues 
“commit”  command. Candidate configuration enables the user to alter the configuration 
without causing potential damage to the current device operations.

 

If you make changes to the candidate configuration you can save then using the "save"
command.
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If you want to restore in the "candidate"  what is presently in the "running"  configuration, 
execute "getrunning.”  It will iterate through the running configuration, calling "Get_..."  on 
each leaf and finally copy to "candidate"  configuration.

 

In configuration mode, the user creates the specific hierarchy of configuration statements. 
When the user has finished entering the configuration statements he commits them, which 
activates the configuration on the device. 

 

The user can change the current location in the configuration tree using the edit , exit , quit , 
top and up commands:

edit <element name>:  Edit a sub-element

exit:  Exit from this configuration level, or if at top level, exit configuration mode.

quit:  Exit configuration mode from any level

top:  Exit to top level of configuration

up:  Exit one level of configuration

 

For example:

 

[edit]

# edit chassis interface if1

[edit chassis interface if1]

# show

[edit chassis interface if1]

#

 

There was nothing to show, so let us create a value

 

[edit chassis interface if1]

# set mtu 1500

[edit chassis interface if1]

# show

> mtu: 1500
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The “>” in the fist column means that this value has changed but not yet “committed.” Note 
that this change only occurred in the configuration tree image. Execute “commit” to actually 
perform changes.

 

[edit chassis interface if1]

# commit

MyCLI::PreCommit

Configuration saved to 'backup.xml'

chassis::Set_mtu

Configuration saved to 'active.xml'

MyCLI::PostCommit

[edit chassis interface if1]

 

 

"commit" calls "PreCommit", then saves running configuration in "backup.xml", then iterates 
through the "candidate" configuration and calls the "Set_..." method for each leaf, then 
saves this new "running" configuration in "active.xml" and finally calls "PostCommit".

Remember that code generator created get/set access methods for each value in the 
configuration and that the default implementation simply prints the name of the method. The 
user should add implementation to these methods.

 

Now, save the configuration to file.

 

[edit chassis interface if1]

# save mycfg.xml

 

 

mycfg.xml should look like

 

<ndt>
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<configuration>

<chassis>

<interface value="if1" >

<mtu value="1500" />

</interface>

</chassis>

</configuration>

</ndt>

 

 

Move to the top of config hierarchy:

 

[edit chassis interface if1]

# top

[edit]

# top

 

Execute show

 

[edit]

# show 

chassis {

interface if1 {

mtu: 1500

}

}

[edit]

#

and exit configuration mode
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[edit]

# exit 

>

If we did not execute commit before, CLI would show the following message and stay in 
configuration mode

There are uncommitted changes

Use "commit" to commit the changes, or "exit discard" to discard 
them

 

In the normal course of events you would start editing the stubs to make the CLI real.

 

Good Luck.
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Tutorial II- Introduction

 

The command-line interface (CLI) is the software interface for accessing a device either 
from the console or through a network connection. 

The CLI is a command shell that runs on top of an (RT)OS kernel. The u ser types 
commands on a single line. Commands are executed when  the user press es the Enter 
key. The CLI provides command help and command completion, and it also provides 
keyboard sequences for moving around on a command line and scrolling through recently 
executed commands.

The most common use of this type of firmware is in network  infrastructure. Two significant 
players in this field are Cisco and Juniper. This software is equipped with three canned 
user interfaces, two which emulate Cisco CLI's and one which emulates a Juniper UI.  The 
remainder of this tutorial assumes we are using the Juniper UI. The concepts generally 
hold true for the Cisco UIs but, especially for the older Cisco Internetwork Operating 
System (IOS) there are significant departures.

The CLI has two modes: operational  and configuration . Generally speaking, operational 
mode is considered to give non-privileged access; there should be nothing a user can type 
that would impact the operation of the device. In contrast, configuration mode allows all 
aspects of device operation to be modified.

CLI commands are organized in a hierarchy. Commands that perform a similar function are 
grouped together under the same level of the hierarchy. For example, all commands that 
display information about the system and the system software are grouped under the 
“show system” command. 

NuDesign xCLI Builder simplifies creation of hierarchical CLI. This f ramework implements 
command hierarchy navigation, command completion, command line editing, history and a 
basic set of common commands. It is very easy to extend the CLI with custom commands 
and device configuration in a few steps:

Generate the CLI hierarchy (using xCLI Builder) 

Run the code generator (from xCLI Builder click Project/Generate…)

Implement “Command/configuration handler” and “validator” methods. 

Compile and run custom CLI

This Quick Start will demonstrate the steps outlined above. The target embedded device 
is a fictitious “printer .” Properties of the printer that can be configured are “resolution” and 
“toner save mode .” The “printer” has read only properties: “model number” and “firmware 
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version.”
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xCLI Builder

 

This tutorial was developed on an early version of NuDesign's xCLI Builder but the functionality is the same. The 
tutorial doesn't use any of the advanced feaures of newer revisions but it is still a valuable introduction to CLI 
programming.

Start xCLI Builder and click “Create New File” button.

Right click “configuration templates” and select “Add template .” Change name to “printer” and type “configure 
printer” in “Help Text” field. Click “Apply”.

Right click the newly created “printer” node and select “Add Template” from the drop-down menu. Change the 
name to “resolution” and enter “ Configure printer resolution  DPI” in the “Help Text” field. This node represents 
the property to be configured in the printer, so check “Leaf Object”. Leaf objects have actual value s, so set the 
name for the value in "Runtime Input" field and select the data type of the value. In this case the name of the 
value is “value” and the data type is integer, i.e. “int .” Click “Apply”. 

The “Syntax” line in the screen capture above shows what you would be entering at the command prompt when 
the generated CLI is running in order to access this object. The string in angle bracket (<value>) represents 
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placeholder;  you should actually be entering the number that will be assigned to resolution property. 

Of course, the resolution of the printer can not be just any number, it is usually a set of predefined values (e.g. 
300, 600, and 1200 dpi). There is a way to restrict user input to just those values (by using enum or list as the 
data type for this property) but here we just want to show the simplest possible example.

Repeat the similar steps to add the “tonersave” property . “tonersave” can only be “on” and “off”, so we can 
create an enumeration or list for these two values, but for this sample we'll make it a “boolean” value. Note that 
the “name of the value ,”  i.e. "Runtime Input" for “Boolean” objects is “toggle .”

Now, add a command to be used to display printer information. 

Right click “commands” and add “show” command, then right-click “show” and add “printer” command. The type 
of these nodes is “Command Branch ,”  i.e. both of these “commands” are simply a hierarchy. There is no 
action/operation associated with them. Executing “show” or “show printer” on the command line will produce an 
error “Argument required .”

Finally, right-click “printer” and add the “info” command. This time select “C++ Callback”. This will tell the code 
generator to create a callback method and associate it with this node. In the final CLI, when the user enters 
“show printer info” , this callback method will be called. 

 

We are ready to create the CLI project. Click “Project/Create…” menu item. The c ode generator reads 
configuration from file so we are greeted with: 

Click “Yes” and  the “Save to file” dialog appears. Enter “printer.xml” as the File Name and click “Save” button. 
You can see the raw XML saved by switching to “XML View”.
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Click “Project/Create…” menu item and this time “xCLI Project Generator” dialog appears. Enter “myprinter” as 
the project name and select the folder where to generate the project and CLI code (in the example below “C:
\work\printer”).

The Host & Target Settings can be left set for the windows environment.

Click “Create Project” button if everything is OK . The status bar at the bottom of “xCLI Builder” will show “xCLI 
project created .”

Start Visual C++. The generated project file is Visual C++ 6.0 project, so if you are developing in the later 
version of VC++ you will be prompted to convert the project to the newer format. Simply answer OK.

Click “File/Open Workspace…” (or “File/Open Solution…”) and navigate to the folder where project is 
generated. Select the project file and click “Open”.
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The following pictures show “Class view” and “File view” of “myprinter” project loaded in VC++.

 

Lets examine the generated code.

main() function is 

 
class MyCLI : public BXCLI
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{ 
// . . . 
 void PreCommit() {m_pStream->Write( "MyCLI::PreCommit\n");}
 void PostCommit(){m_pStream->Write( "MyCLI::PostCommit\n");}
};

 
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
 WinConsole con(80, 100);
 CommandTree cmdTree; 
 ConfigTemplateTree templateTree; 

 
 MyCLI cli(&con, cmdTree.Root(), templateTree.Root());

 
 SyntaxValidator val;
 cli.RegisterValidator(&val);
 
 BString cmdline;
 tInt32 err=0;
 bool bContinue = true;

 
 while (true)
 {
  // Read line from "console":
  err = cli.GetLine(cmdline);
  if (err != 0)
  {
   // log error ... and continue
   continue; 
  }

 
  bool bContinue = cli.Exec(cmdline);
  if (!bContinue)
   break;
 }

 
 return 0;
}

 

WinConsole is a “console” handler. This will be different for various target (RT)OS-es. 

CommandTree is the class that contains the tree generated from the “commands” section of input XML file 
(printer.xml). CommandTree class is declared in “xcli_cmd.h” and implemented in “xcli_cmd.cpp .” Basically this 
class contains member variables of type BXCommandNode. The name of the member variable is derived from 
the “name” of the object, or if you look at the raw XML file, from the element tag.

 
<commands>
<show help="">
<printer help="Show printer">
<info handler="C++" help="Show printer information" />
</printer>
</show>
</commands>

 

CommandTree generated from the input above contains 3 nodes:
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BXCommandNode n_show; // show
BXCommandNode n_printer1; // show printer
BXCommandNode n_info; // show printer info

 

Comment line shows the hierarchy of each command, i.e. “n_printer1” is child of 'n_show” and “n_info” is child 
of “n_printer1”. The parent/child relationship is established in constructor of CommandTree. The first argument 
for the constructor of BXCommandNode is address of the parent node. For example:

 
, n_printer1(&n_show, "printer")

 

registers “n_printer1” as child of “n_show”.

We've already said that “show” and “printer” are just placeholders, and that “info” has associated callback. 
Where is the callback? The callbacks are generated in class XCLICmdImpl declared in “xcli_cmdImpl.h” and 
implemented in “xcli_cmdImpl.cpp”.

The name of the callback method is derived from the hierarchy of the associated node. So, for our example, the 
generated code is:

 
tInt32 XCLICmdImpl::show_printer_info(BXCmdContext& ctx)
{
ctx.pStream->Write( "XCLICmdImpl::show_printer_info\n");
return 0;
}

 

Default implementation of the callback method simply prints the name of the method to console. This is where 
we should make change to access the information or perform the operation we intended with this command. 

 
tInt32 XCLICmdImpl::show_printer_info(BXCmdContext& ctx)
{
ctx.pStream->Write( "Printer Model: NuDesign ML1053\n");
ctx.pStream->Write( "Printer Firmware: 1.5.236\n");
return 0;
}

 

Of course, the actual model and firmware version could/should be retrieved from the code. 

ConfigTemplateTree class represents configuration hierarchy. It is generated from the “configuration” section of 
the input XML file (printer.xml). ConfigTemplateTree class is declared in “xcli_tmplt.h” and implemented in 
“xcli_tmplt.cpp”. This class contains member variables of type BXTemplateNode and BXTmpltLeafNode. As you 
can guess they correspond to “branch” and “leaf” elements of the configuration hierarchy.

Similar to command nodes, the name of the member variable is derived from the “name” of the object, or if you 
look at the raw XML file, from the element tag.

 
<configuration>
<printer help="configure printer">
<resolution leaf="true" help="…" param="value" type="string" />
<tonersave leaf="true" help="…" param="toggle" type="bool" />
</printer>
</configuration>

 

ConfigTemplateTree generated from the input above contains 3 nodes:
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BXTemplateNode n_printer; // printer
BXTmpltLeafNode n_resolution; // printer resolution
BXTmpltLeafNode n_tonersave; // printer tonersave

 

Comment line shows the hierarchy of each node, i.e. “n_resolution” and “n_tonersave” are children of 
“n_printer”. Again, similar to CommandTree, the parent/child relationship is established in node's constructor. 
The first argument for the constructor of BXTemplateNode (BXTmpltLeafNode is derived from BXTemplateNode 
) is address of the parent node. For example:

 
, n_printer(&n_configuration, "printer")

 

registers “n_printer” as child of “n_configuration” (“n_configuration” is root of the hierarchy). The constructor of 
the leaf nodes accepts a few extra arguments. 

 
, n_resolution(&n_printer, "resolution" ,"value", "string")
, n_tonersave(&n_printer, "tonersave" ,"toggle", "bool")

 

The third argument is “name of the value”, in programmers vocabulary that would be “variable name”. When 
executing command line CLI will expect the actual value instead (“variable value”). 

The last arg is the type of that variable. 

Here is the list of built-in variable types: 

 
"bool" (boolean), 
"uint" (unsigned integer), 
"int" (integer), 
"string" (string, i.e. character seqeuence), 
"ipv4" (ip V4 address), 
"ipv6" (ip V6 address), and 
"mac" (mac address). 

 

xCLI Builder does not generate variable(s) that represent configuration node(s). Rather, it creates callback 
methods to get/set nodes containing variable part. For example, callbacks for “resolution” are:

 
n_resolution.m_pfGet = (XCLIGET_METHOD)&_printer::Get_resolution;
n_resolution.m_pfSet = (XCLISET_METHOD)&_printer::Set_resolution; 

 

Callbacks will be grouped in class that is at the top level of hierarchy. In this case class name is “_printer”. All 
callbacks for nodes below “printer” will be generated as members of this class.

Why do we need the “type” then? “Type” is used in validators. Validators are classes that implement methods 
for validating user input. The built-in validator class is BXValidator and this class handles the types listed above. 

User can add more types (in xCLI Builder in section “types”) and validating methods for the new types will be 
implemented in class SyntaxValidator (files “xcli_valid.h” and “xcli_valid.cpp”). For our example SyntaxValidator 
is empty as “printer.xml” does not contain any “type definition”. 

The validator is invoked when user presses “enter” to execute command. For example:
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[edit printer]
# set resolution qwer

 

CLI will call ValidateInt method of BXValidator because we specified type of the resolution value to be “int”. 
ValidateInt will return false (as “qwer” is not valid integer number) and user will see:

 
Invalid value: qwer
[edit printer]
# 

 

Back to configuration nodes' callbacks. They will be declared in “xcli_tmpltImpl.h” and implemented in 
“xcli_tmpltImpl.cpp”. Here is the code generated for “resolution”.

 
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
// printer resolution
tInt32 _printer::Get_resolution(IXCmdStream* pStream, BXConfigNode* pCfg)
{
pStream->Write( "_printer::Get_resolution\n");
return 0;
}

 
tInt32 _printer::Set_resolution(IXCmdStream* pStream, BXConfigNode* pCfg)
{
pStream->Write( "_printer::Set_resolution\n");
return 0;
}

 

Similar to command callbacks, default implementation of configuration callbacks simply prints the name of the 
method. We have to implement actual action in “Set_…” callback and read the correct value in “Get_…”.

Finally, main() ends with

 
 while (true)
 {
  err = cli.GetLine(cmdline);
  if (err != 0)
   continue; 

 
  bool bContinue = cli.Exec(cmdline);
  if (!bContinue)
   break;
 }

 

i.e. cli enters endless loop in which it retrieves line (GetLine) and process it (Exec).

Exec returns false when user enter “exit” or “quit” command.
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Running CLI

 

Build the projects and execute generated application. A console with “>” prompt in the top 
left corner should appear.

CLI is started in “operational” mode.

Type “?” to get a list of commands available at the present level

 
> ?
Possible completions:
configure Switch to configuration mode
exit Exit this command session
quit Exit this command session
help Provide help with commands
history Print command history
run Execute system command
show Display the running / active configuration

 

We've added “show printer info” to our code. 

 
> show ?
Possible completions:
printer Show printer

 
> show printer[Enter]
Argument required

 

We tried to execute “show printer” bust since there is no “operation” associated with this 
command CLI shows “Argument required” error. 
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> show printer info[Enter]
Printer Model: NuDesign ML1053
Printer Firmware: 1.5.236
 >

 

Enter configuration mode.

 
 > configure
 Password: ndt
 [edit]
 #

 

In configuration mode user actually views and changes a file called the candidate 
configuration . The candidate configuration allows user to make configuration changes 
without causing operational changes to the current operating configuration, called the 
active configuration . Changes to active configuration are done after user issues “commit” 
command. Candidate configuration enables user to alter the configuration without causing 
potential damage to the current device operations.

In configuration mode, user creates the specific hierarchy of configuration statements. 
When user has finished entering the configuration statements, user commits them, and 
activates the configuration on the device. 

Lets see the current configuration.

 
[edit]
# show
[edit]
# 

 

Well, there is nothing. Generated CLI does not create any configuration. In order to create 
configuration we can execute "getrunning"  command.

 
[edit]
# getrunning
_printer::Get_resolution
_printer::Get_tonersave
[edit]
# 

 

"getrunning"  command iterates through the “Get_<nodeName>” functions created by the 
code generator from the “configuration template” and creates configuration node s for each 
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leaf template. This is why we see two “_printer::Get_…” lines . The d efault implementation 
of callbacks simply prints the name of the method. Execute “show”:

 
[edit]
# show
> printer{
> resolution:
> tonersave:
> } 
[edit]
# 

 

Now “show” displayed the configuration. '>' sign in the 1 st column denotes that these 
values are new, i.e. not yet committed. But there is no value for resolution and toner save. 
The reason again is that they are not initialized in “Get…” callbacks. 

Lets exit CLI and fix that. Type “exit” at the prompt 

 
[edit]
# exit
There are uncommitted changes
Use 'commit' to commit the changes, or 'exit discard' to 
discard them 
[edit]
# 

 

Whenever there are changes in the configuration, CLI will prevent user from accidentally 
losing them. So warning is printed on the screen, and CLI stays in configuration mode. We 
are not interested in keeping these changes so discard them

 
[edit]
# exit discard
> exit

Fix the callbacks as follows:

 
tInt32 _printer::Get_resolution (IXCmdStream* pStream, 
BXConfigNode* pCfg)
{
 pCfg->m_value = NDIntToStr(myPrn.resolution);
// pStream->Write( "_printer::Get_resolution\n");
return 0;
}
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tInt32 _printer::Get_tonersave (IXCmdStream* pStream, 
BXConfigNode* pCfg)
{
 if (myPrn.tonerSave)
  pCfg->m_value = "true";
 else
  pCfg->m_value = "false";
// pStream->Write( "_printer::Get_tonersave\n");
return 0;
}

 

Note that configuration nodes' values are strings, so we have to make necessary 
conversion. Rebuild the CLI and start it again. Enter configuration mode, execute 
"getrunning"  and type “show”. The result is now:

 
[edit]
# show
> printer{
> resolution: 300
> tonersave: false
> } 
[edit]
# 

 

We can change configuration parameters, for example:

 
[edit]
# set printer resolution 600
[edit]
#show printer resolution
> resolution: 600
[edit]
# 

 

Configuration value is changed in the configuration tree only. In order to “apply” new 
values we have to “commit” them. 

 
[edit]
# commit
MyCLI::PreCommit
_printer::Set_resolution
_printer::Set_tonersave
MyCLI::PostCommit
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[edit]
# 

 

Implementation of “commit” command iterates through the configuration tree and calls 
“Set_…” method for each leaf object. As we mentioned before, code generator inserts a 
line that prints the name of the method in each callback. But there are two more lines in 
the output shown above: “MyCLI::PreCommit” and “MyCLI::PostCommit”.

These are coming from methods of MyCLI class (defined in main.cpp). MyCLI class is 
derived from BXCLI and it overrides PreCommit and PostCommit. The default 
mplementation of the “commit” command calls “PreCommit” before iterating through 
configuration tree. After it finishes iterating the configuration tree it calls “PostCommit”. 

The implementation of PreCommit and PostCommit in BXCLI does nothing, while in MyCLI 
they simply print the name of the method. 

These methods come in handy if the CLI has to perform some action before/after changing 
configuration. For example, in PreCommit, the CLI could wait for the printer to finishes all 
jobs in the queue, then suspend the print queue .in preparation for  committing the changes.
PostCommit could perform clean-up tasks such as resuming  the print queue.

After committing, show will display the configuration without the '>' sign in the1st column 
indicating that the configuration is up to date.

 
[edit]
# show
printer{
resolution: 600
tonersave: false
} 
[edit]
# 

 

At this point we can save the configuration.

 
[edit]
# save cfg600
Config saved in cfg600.xml
[edit]
# 

 

The a rgument for the “save” command is the name of the file. If the extension is omitted 
(as in the example above) CLI will add “.xml .” Content of the cfg600.xml looks like:
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<ndt>
<configuration>
<printer>
<resolution value="600" />
<tonersave value="false" />
</printer>
</configuration>
</ndt>

 

Note that we can save multiple configuration files. Lets make another change.

 

[edit]
# edit printer
[edit printer]
# set resolution 1200
[edit printer] 
# set tonersave true
[edit printer]
# show
> resolution: 1200
> tonersave: true
[edit printer]
# commit
. . .
[edit printer]
# save cfg1200.xml
Config saved in cfg1200.xml
[edit printer]
# top
[edit]
# show
printer{
resolution: 1200
tonersave: true
} 
[edit]
# 

 

We can restore the old configuration by loading the old config file  and running “commit”on 
it:

 
[edit]
# load cfg600.xml
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Loading config from cfg600.xml
MyCLI::PreCommit
_printer::Set_resolution
_printer::Set_tonersave
MyCLI::PostCommit
[edit]
# show
printer{
resolution: 600
tonersave: false
} 
[edit]
# commit
MyCLI::PreCommit
_printer::Set_resolution
_printer::Set_tonersave
MyCLI::PostCommit
[edit]
# 
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